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ABSTRACT
In February 1992, the American Association of

Community Colleges (AACC), in Washington, D.C., convened a 2-day
roundtable meeting of education leaders with expertise in foreign
language education and community college teaching and administration
in order to formulate a foreign language education policy statement
for AACC. This report presents the results of the roundtable.
Following a preface by David R. Pierce, and a foreword by James
Herbert, the "AACC Foreign Language Education Policy Statement" is
offered, underscoring the critical responsibility that community
colleges have in meeting the nation's new need for citizens who can
function in a multi-linguistic world. The statement also details
:acommendations to community college leaders related to making
foreign language education a priority; and strengthening related
programs, faculty development efforts, and articulation agreements.
Next, the following roundtable background papers are presented: (1)

"Foreign Language Education at Community Colleges" by David A. Berry;
(2) "Making the Most of the Articulation Process," by Fe Pittman
Brittain; (3) "Uses of Technology To Teach Foreign Languages at
Community Colleges," by John Underwood; (4) "Foreign Language
Instruction Across the Curriculum: A Strategy and Model," by Joyce S.
Tsunoda; and (5) "Proficiency Goals and Teaching of Literature in the
Foreign Language Classroom," by Bette G. Hirsch and Chantal P.
Thompson. Finally, a directory of participants, along with selected
guuLes iium several parLictpants is provinea. OLAb)
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PREFACE
DAVID R. pIERcE

0
N l' VAR' 9-10, 1992, 1111. AM! RR AN ASSOCIATION 01 CONINIU

pity Colleges (AACC) convened a roundtable meeting of
education leaders with expertise and experience in foreign
language education and community college teaching and

administration. The roundtable participants met to address key issues
related 0) foreign language insu action and to formulate a foreign

language education policy statement for AACC setting forth specific
recommendations for foreign language education at community col-
leges.

This publication is the result of their efforts. It includes the policy

statement, which originated with the roundtable recommendation,
and emerged follow ing an elaboi ate re iew and refinement process in
which all community colleges were ins itcd to participate. In addition,
the p .blication includes five essays on selected foreign language edu-

cation topics which were prepared as background papers for the
roundtable.

The Association's new foreign language education policy statement
poses a most timely and relevant challenge for our nation's two year
collegesa challenge that is consistent with our over-a rching mission,
that of build/4 cummunity. \X'hen we improve foreign language

education opportunities for our students we enhance their capacities
to function in and understand an increasingly interdependent world;
in effect, we contribute to /waling community in the broadest sense

of the term.
The American Association of Community Colleges deeply appreci-

ates the support it receis ed from the National Endowment for the

AIM/ N. Pierce is President and anil /..t et wire 0//ieer of the .1ineric,m
Association of Connimmty Colleos.
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!he uure of Forewn language Education at Community Colleges

Humanities (NEH) which enabled it to provide leadership to its col-
leges in setting directions for the improement of foreign language
education on their campuses. We are also indebted to Judy Jeffrey
Howard, NEH Program Officer, for her commitment to and belief
m the nation's community colleges, and to Diane U. Eisenberg for
conducting the roundtable and preparing this resulting publication.

thine 11, Isenberg, ( o-ifirotor,
ei,:n ongudtge I oftuatom Pobr v Stateouva
Project. at the 190-? :1,I(`C,00riwnop.

Houdirtl at the . CC toreign
I anjtoasc I du.atton Roundtable, Itasbmg-
ton. 1).(1
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FOREWORD
JAMES HERBERT

IT IS A 11.1.ASUIII 10 CONGI:AlUI,A 11- DAVID l'ILIUT 1111. AACC BOARD

of Directors, Diane Eisenberg, and the project staff on this timely
initiative to foster the study of foreign languages and cultures in
two-year colleges.

The roundtable background papers are an important resource to
the field, highlighting some of the exdring la nguag.: programs already
in place at colleges across the country. Effectis e models include strong
classroom programs, including content-based and technology
enhanced instruction, languages across-the-currku Ium projects, study
abroad and exchange programs that include occupational as %%ell as
transfer students, and programs for life-long learners in an array
of commonly taught as %yell as newly emphasized languages. The
roundtable papers incorporate information on reeekt advances in
foreign language pedagogy and assessment as well as on the key
role that community colleges can play in coordinatiiig the nek.essary
sequencing of language study from elementary school through college.

As the National Endowment for the liumariities continues its Spe-
cial Opportunity in Foreign Language Education, it is gratifying that
AACC is taking a leadership role in encouraging tw o-y ear wIleges to
strengthen programs of study in foreign languages and cultures. For
information on NEI -1 support for foreign language projects, please
contact the Public Affairs office at (202) 786-0443 or the Div ision of
Education Programs at (202) 786-0380.

Pines Herbert is 1)/richw of t/h e /)It isin )/ 1J/hat/on h()gram, at the ,Vdtiond/
Endowment /or the /llwanaws.
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4 7he Future of &reign Language &hit-anon at Community Colleges

"-AS a natior in a glolml economy, our economic competurvenass will
partially de,o2nd on our tuizewry's ability to understand the language
and culture of the countries with uhuh we do business. Foreign hill-
guages are becoming increwsingly common nithm the borders of our
wen country. Our to lire 4th/ it nith people :those native
language is not English ,nu/ /car uhose al /tore pattems Ire different
from our ouw is I:ist becoming d k'(1/ point for oar society."

Beverly Simone
President Madison Area Technical College, WI;
Chair, AACC Board of Directors

' .-I grew/ irony o/the United States' marvelous multicultural society is
that a /age majority ()fits ,illzenry maw cultural& isolated. A major
key to °Pelting eloors to other cultures, to richer insight bite one's elm
twit lire, and to important riming all cultures i s second bitguage
./cquisitiOn. Community to/it:cc.> are longue& situated to take the lead
m trans/Orming US. citizeus into intercultural communuators. The
need is urgent.

Stephen K. Mittlestet
President
Richland College, TX

9



AACC FOREIGN LANGUAGE

EDUCATION POLICY STATEMENT
IIIE STUDY OP FOREIGN ['AMAIN:ES

AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES

A. FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION:
A NATIONAL PRIORITY

Foreign language education has become a national priority.
Leaders from many sectors of American societyfederal, state, and
local governments, the business a td corporate sector, labor and edu-
cationinsist that foreign language instruction must be an essential
part of the education of citizens for today's and tomorrow's increas-
ingly interdependent world. Elected officials, economists, cultural
leaders, corporate executives and educators at all levels are cod ,:erned
about an America whose citizens cannot understand, converse Or
do business in a multi-linguistic worlda world in which global
cooperation and peace depend not only on sound policy, but on
effective communication. These leaders recognize that the ability to
read, write, speak and comprehend the language of other peoples, as
%yell as the ability to understand both one's own heritage and the
culture of other peoples, has the power to transform rivalries and
competition into partnerships and cooperation.

For a host of compelling reasons, which resound in the many
national reports published on this subject, (Air country's education
sector is being called upon to respond by preparingstudents to under-
stand and communicate in today's rapidly changing world. This
policy statement aims to assist community college educators to meet

This state/nod mis ddopled dna' dpprored by the ki CC Board v/ Dirmlors onply I, 1092.



The Thiure 0/ 1-oreign Languaee Iducation at Commuudy Colleges

the considerable challenge of making foreign language education a
national priority.

Meeting the Challenge Through Language Proficiency and
Cultural Understanding

The approach that educators take to meeting the challenge must
be two fold: language instruction must encompass both language
proficiency and cultural understanding. By achie ing Lth language
proficiency and cultural understanding learners gain insight into the
cultures of other peoples, understand better their own language heel
rage and culture, and can expand their career opportunities in ways
that otherwise would not be accessible. To pursue one w ithout the
other lea%.:s learners unprepared for today 's opportunities and chal-
;engesb well as ill-equipped to perceive themselves as one pa.t of
the world's varied cultures.

To be proficient in a language requires that one know more than
tk or ds and grammar; one must know how to read, write, speak, and
comprehend at effective le% els. Cultural understanding requires that
students study the history, literature, philosophy' and arts, as well as
the modes and rituals of everyday life of other peoples. These two
approaches go hand-in-hand.

For these reasons, effecm, e foreign language instruction must be
inextricably linked to the goals of a general education and particularly
to the study of the humanities. The study of foreign languages within
the context of a gen,:ra I education and the humanities enables students
to reflect on and understand concepts of self and society through
different eyes.

Equal attention must also be gi% en to language proficiency. Despite
keen current interest at all educational levels in global education,
educators often fail to incorporate the study of foreign languages
themselves into these programs. Students cannot fully appreciate the
people ..nd cultures across or within borders without some compe-
tency in the languages they speak. Students cannot understand their
cultural ancestors w ithout know ing about the languages they spoke.
Students and their future e.nployers cannot hope I .hrie in a world
where competitors hold the linguistic keys to success.

Therefore, the nation's educational institutions must meet the chal-
lenge of pros iding effecti e and responsk c foreign language instruc

11



/MCC Foreign Language Education Policy Statement

tioninstruction that encompasses both language proficiency and
cultural understanding.

B. FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION:
A CRITICAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMUNIT' COLLEGES

The nation's community colleges must make found commit-
ments now to this new national priority. Community Lolleges, more
than any other sector of higher education, are sering those segments
of our population most in need of foreign languageeducation. Among
these are:

the increasing number of students who are taking the first two
years of the baccalaureate degree at community colleges before
transferring to four year institutions;
students who need foreign language proficiency for technical,
occupational and professional careers; and
adult part-dme learners who seek to impro% e their foreign lan-
guage abilities.

It must be emphasized that the study of other languages is no longer
the sole province of transfer students an foreign language majors; it
is an indispensable tool of modern life and should be a part of every
community college student's education. Community colleges have
been historically touted for their flexibility, their pioneering talents,
and their ability to respond to the needs of non-traditional learners.
These institutions must now mobi line these capaLitics to make foreign
language acquisition a priority for all their students.

It should be noted that many innovative and academically rigorous
language education programs are already in place at the nation's two
year colleges and available for replication. Among thew are:

foreign language certificate programs
intensive immersion progranys on campus, in the community and
through study abroad
literature-based foreign language programs
foreign language across-the-curriculum programs
media-enhanced foreign language programs
programs of instruction in less commonly taught languages
programs in American native languages and cultural studies
programs that infuse ancient languages, such as Latin and Greek,
into cultural heritage studies

12



The haute o/.1-ortngn Language Lalucthion at Commundy Colleges

With v .sion and planning, language study can become a significant
component of the community college curl i_alum. Unlike colleagues
at four y ear colleges, where upper -level literature courses, graduate
programs, and critical study are driven by the specialized interests of
faculty members, community college facult;' have the capacity to
combine bask foreign language instruction with cultural education

c_istomized courses, special programs, ind the full spectrum of
credit "non-credit continuing education and community service pro-
grams. 0,111111.4AM) college faculty know their student constituencies
and can shape language courses and programs to meet both particular
and general needs.

The A'eed for CoArbonItion With Other Educational Sectors

No matter how well positioned and able community colleges may
be to improv e foreign language education, they cannot do so in a
at. uum. Learning a language is a prodigious task. A meaningful level

of fot op language proficiency cannot be achiev ed in a single course
or ev en in a y ear of study. For example, one year of Japanese will not
produce competent conversationalists or readers capable of mastering
technical journal articles. Three semesters of French at the college
lc' LI vv ill only begin to prepare students to read significant works of
literature written in French.

Community wlleges must assume a leadership role in working with
elementary and secondary school systems and four-year colleges and
unto crsities to de\ clop meaningful and long-term articulation with
then foreign language programs. If language study is not encouraged
and accepted as an integral part of the curriculum from grade school
through the university level, the current failure of students to master
second languages will continue.

Call to Action

The nation's community colleges must advance the study of foreign
languages in a direction that will serve the educational needs of a
diverse citizenry in the twenty -first century. Existing traditiot )1 mod-
els alone are not sufficient to serve the community college's non-
traditional students, nor will they serve the increasing numbers of
transfer students A commitment on the part of college leaders, the
mailability of adee.uate rest urces, campus-wide discussion and the

13



AA CC Foreign Language aucation Policy Statement 9

setting of curricular and instructional priorities are precursors to the
development of effective foreign language education in thecommunitycolleges of the nation. The recommendations that follow are offeredas guidelines for community colleges seeking to accomplish thesegoals.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEADERS

Making Foreign Language Education a Priority

In order to create a campus climate in which foreign languageeducation can flourish, commitment and support toward implement-
ing the following recommenda dons must be declared and made publicby the faculty and the highest policy and administrative bodies
trustees, presidents, academic deans, and other administrators.

Recommendation 1. The study of foreign languages should be highlyrecommended for all students, :ncluding those with academic goalsother than a degree program.
Recommendation 2. Foreign language proficiency should be a require-ment for those degree programs to which it is appropriate To this endit is recommended that such degree-seeking students be required todemonstrate a minimum of "survival-level" proficiency in the four skill
areas of speaking, listening, reading and writing*.
Recommendation 3. Foreign language programs should be adminis-tered and taught by qualified foreign language educators.
Recommendation 4. Each community college, with leadership from itsfaculty, should develop a comprehensive plan that identifies the purposeand methods of language instruction appropriate to the particular needsof that college's diverse constituency.

Strengthen/4 Foreign Language Education

Foreign language education must be strengthened to engage stu-dents beyond the most basic level of language acquisition. Students

*"Survival level" proficiency is the minimum level at which students have thefunctional ability to ask and answer questions, to speak and write simply aboutfamiliar situations in a present time frame, and to negotiate a simple interpersonaltransaction.
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must also understand and appreciate the cultural context in which
other languages are spoken, read and written.

Recommendation S. Educational policy concerning language education

and the place of other languages in the two-year college curriculum
should be framed within the context of an overall policy on the humani-

ties in the liberal or general education program of study; foreign lan-

guage education should not be considered in isolation, but rather as an

integral part of the overall college curriculum.
Recommendation 6. Community colleges should create teaching and

learning env ironments conducive to successful foreign language educa-

tion by being sensitive to class size, faculty teaching loads, the attain-

ment of appropriate training for all faculty, and an appropriate balance
between full -rime and part-time faculty.

Recommendation 7. Foreign language instruction should broaden, and

not compete v% nth, required humanities courses. Historical, literary,
philosopluea I, cultural and other works in the arts and humanities

should be infused into all language courses and programs.

Recommendation 8. Community colleges should examine ways in
which new technologies, used in conjunction with qualified foreign

language educators, can enhance language instruction.

Recommendation 9. In addition to basic and intermediate level foreign
language courses, community colleges should expand the scope of lan-

guage study to include a !Toad range of diverse offerings such as
languages across-the-curriculum programs; immersion experiences and

enhanced st.idy abroad programs; paired humanities/foreign language

courses; cross-cultural institutes, workshops, and conferences.

Recommendation 10. Community colleges should enrich their foreign
language programs by reaching out to their local community of native
speakers, including those in professions, business and government agen-

cies.

St/mg/ben/4 Faculty Development

To enLourage and assist language teachers in enhancing their schol-

arship, refining their teaching skills, and continuing in the profession,

the folio' ring recommendations are offered:

Recommendation 11. Faculty dev elopment resources and external
funds should be made available to help language faculty to:

further their knowledge and proficiency;
improve their teaching skills;

15



AA CC Foreign Language Education Pobey Statement I I

design new programs;
develop competency in oral proficiency assessment; and
learn new applications of technology.

Recommendation 12. Full-time faculty, and where possible, part-time
faculty, should be encouraged, supported, and rewarded for active
involvement in scholarship and the activities of professional organiza-
tions which focus on the quality and improvement of language instruc-
tion.

Improving Articulation

Continuity in language learning is essential to effective foreign
language education; it must take place throughout the educational
process. Community colleges, serving as the link between high schools
and four-year institutions, are well-posit.oned to address problems
that now impede articulation.

Recommendation 13. Community colleges should take a leadership
role in their service areas to build an alliance of elementary, secondary,
two- and four-year colleges, graduate schools, and other appropriate
local bodies to address the full spectrum of articulation and continuity
issues in language education.

Recommendation 14. Community colleges should initiate communica-
tion with four-year colleges and graduate schools in their service areas
regarding reacher education, so that these institutions can come to
understand the instructional needs of the diverse two-year student body
and develop better prepared teachers to meet those needs.

These recommendations, developed to make foreign language educa-
tion a priority at community colleges nationwide, should be circulated
widely to boards of trustees, college administrators, legislative offi-
cials, and college faculty, as well as to public and private press and
other media.

D. BACKGROUND

The American Association of Community Colleges (AACC)
received funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH), to:

address key issues related to foreign language instruction;
make specific recommendations for improving foreign language
education at community colleges.
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To aLcomplish these purposes, AACC convened a two day foreign
language education roundtable on February 9-10, 1992, co-chaired
by David R. Pierce, ;-resident, AACC, and Diane U. Eisenberg, project
co-director. Twenty-one participants, selected for their expertise and
experience in language education and community college teaching
and administration participated in the roundtable. They responded
to a set of five specially-prepared background papers on language
education topics and do eloped a set of recommendations for commu-
nity colleges. These recommendations were then submitted for review
and refinement by community college leaders nationwide, prior to
adoption by the AACC Board of Directors.

The recommendations presented herein are addressed to commu-
nity college leaderspresidents, governing boards, faculty, adminis-
trators, and curriculum committees. Responsibility for placing the
importanLe of foreign language study before the college community
and mobilizing anti ities in its support belongs to each community
college president.

i 7
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I) A V1 1) A. BERRY

Foreign Language Education at
Community Colleges

Ti IS A RESURGYNCI: 01 INTEREST IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCAIION
on the campuses of the nation's community colleges. Student registra-
tion in foreign language courses has increased, and new energies havefocused on the development of foreign language programs and the
role of foreign languages in the two-year college curriculum. Foreign
language courses have traditionally been included as a component of
the general education, transfer curriculum at two-year colleges. New
efforts are connecting fore iga language courses more closely to other
humanities areas and to other parts of the curriculum. Renewedinterest in international education, global studies, and the require-
ments of language acquisition for a combination of programmatic
and occupational purposes has led to a significant expansion in the
number of languages taught, especially the less commonly taught
languages. Concurrently, advanced courses in languages are being
added to existing offerings. Finally, a wide array of study abroad
programs are conducted by community colleges in connection with
foreign language programs. This paper will review these developments
and identify problems that affect the purposes and quality of foreign
language education.

The number of student registrations in foreign language courses
has inck used dramatically in the past five years.' A recent survey of
2,797 two-year and four year colleges and universities conducted by
the Model%) Language Association shows an 18 percent increase in
enrollment in language courses from 1986 to 1991. The bulk of
this increase reflects increased enrollments in the nation's two-year

David A. Berry is 17,:yeaitive Director o1 the Community College Humana/es
Assoet,moit (CCHA1 and Prolivsor ofHistory at Esser Comity College, N,/. Hegrab /id ly acknowledges the be assistance o/ Gina Ildifo,11.S. Sing /calCorpora-
/inn, hitemational Sales; Amu' levig, Cambridge Community College, 11,11\1; MmettePascal, Richland Collek2, 7X; Robert Vitale, Miamt-Ride Community College, FL;Hamm, Voyles, Butte :ollege, CA; and Laura Walker, TnIsa Junior College, OK.
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16 The Future of Foreign Language Education at Community Colleges

colleges. Fall, 1990 enrollments surpassed the previous peak year of
1968, and continued the trend of the rising number of enrollments
that had followed the decline of the 1970s.. Over 870 two-year
colleges reported foreign language enrollments in the 1990 survey
accounting for 19.3% of all foreign language registrations in the
nation in 1990. In two-year colleges, foreign language enrollments
increased by 65,539 or over 40% in the period from 1986 to 1991F

Most of the foreign language enrollment in two-year colleges is in
Spanish (133,823 or 59%), French (44,366 or 19%), and German
(19,082 or 8%). Japanese (10,308 or 5%) is the next most commonly
taught language, followed by Italian (8,325 or 3.6%), Chinese (3,506
or 1.5%), and Russian (3,475 or 1.5%). In descending order, Ameri-
can Sign Language (1,140), Latin (909), Hebrew (786), Portuguese
(365), Arabic (423), Hawaiian (299), ancient Greek (283), Filipino
(178), Vietnamese (169), and Korean (141) are also taught at two-
year colleges, but to very small numbers of students. Other languages
reported being taught include: Apache, Aramaic, Arapaho, Armenian,
Blackfoot, Choctaw, Crow, Dakota-Lakota, Dutch, Modern Greek,
Hungarian, Inupiaq, Kutenai, Navajo, Norwegian, Ojibwa, Polish,
Salish, Samoan, Swedish, Tagalog, Urdu, Yiddish, and Yupik,

These data reflect both renewed attention focus -d on foreign lan-
guage instruction by college faculty and administrators and increased
student interest in areas that require mastery of languages other than
English. A recent survey conducted by the Community College
Humanities Association (CCHA) of 161 two-year colleges shows that
there is a variety of responses to the problem of the design of foreign
language education that can be conveniently grouped into three mod-
els.' These models are not mutually exclusive, and some colleges

'The report of the Modern Language Associatin's 1990 survey of enrollments in
foreign languages appeared in the Spring 1992 issue of the . IDFL Bulletin. The data
cited here is used by permission.

'It must be noted, howe% er, that part of this dramatic increase needs to be attributed
to demographic changes.

'Technical colleges do not offer foreign languages, except in rare Lases, such as
Nash% ilk State Technical Institute which offers one section of Spanish I. The course
can satisfy a hutnamties or general elective requirement. Foreign language courses
arc commonly defined by technical college administrators as courses to be offered
only in transfer degree programs. There does nut seem to be a clear rationale for this
since the utility of foreign language study can be made for a number of occupational
and/or technical programs. At the same time, nun) community ...Urges offer nun
credit versions of foreign language courses.

20
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actively pursue several programs simultaneously. Each institution
does tend to emphasize one model in its foreign language education
component, although ideally, the best features ofeach approach could
be joined in an integrative program.

The first model might be termed the "language acquisition" or
"traditional" model of foreign language education. Most respondents
to the CCHA survey fit this model. In this case the college offers
between one to four foreign languages, usually Spanish, French, and
German, and, perhaps, one language that serves a particular, local
need, such as Navajo (offered at Northland Pioneer College, AZ), or
Japanese (offered at Everett Community College, WA, which houses
a Nippon Business Institute). Ojibwe, for example, is not only empha-
sized at Arrowhead Community College, MN, but an Ojibwe Special-
ist Program resulting in an Associate in Arts degree is offered to train
Native American students to teach Ojibwe language and culture. In
the typical case the languages are offered primarily for students in the
Associate in Arts degree transfer program. Generally six credits (two
semesters) of foreign language course work is required, but occasion-
ally up to twelve credits is required (e.g. Union County College, NJ).
Foreign language acquisition is considered valuable in its own right,'
and as an important first step in the careers of students vvho intend
to pursue advanced degree in fields requiringforeign language compe-
tence. For these reasons the foreign language requirement is included
in the Associate in Arts degree for transfer programs.

Two semesters of study at the beginning levels is sufficient to accom-
plish only the lowest levels of language competence. There is a precipi-
tous drop in enrollments after the first year of language study, Few
students get to the third year, or advanced level, of foreign language
study. At some institutions only a few students pursue the Associate
in Arts degree. Many more students take courses of study in the
Associate in Science and Associate in Applied Science degrees and still

'Ernest Boyer argued in Common Learning: A Carnegie Colloquium on General
1:eh/cation that 'Re study of a second language is particularly important, not just
because of its direct utility but also because such a study helps students view language
freshly and see how language reflects c'tltural values and traditions." (p. 124); andLynne V. Cheney notes in American Memory, "Studying a second language gives us
greater mastery over our own speech, helps us shape our thoughts with greater
precision and our expressions with greater eloquence. Studying a foreign language
also provides insight into the nature of language itself, into its power to shape ideas
and experience." (p. 13)
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transfer to four-year institutions. Some thought needs to be give to
the question of requiring foreign language courses in these degree
programs. Students in technical and occupational fields, ai e generally
not required to take foreign language courses, yet arguments for
foreign language requirements apply to these students as well.

The second model, termed the "humanities program madel," seeks
to design a humanities program in which courses in a foreign language
and the study of culture are joined in a common purpose. There are
varying ways in which this is accomplished. The most common
method is for instructors to stress the teaching of culture along with
the language. The study of cultures and societies other &An one's own
has long been recognized by educators as a fundamental component
of a liberal educati m. In the Renaissance, Montaigne warned of the
dangers of provincialism when he wrote, "We all call barbarism that
which does not fit in with our usages. And indeed, we seem to have
no other standard of truth and reason but the example and model of
the opinions and usages of the country we live in. There we always
see the per fect religion, the perfect got eminent, the perfect and au.om-
rshed manner of doing things." (Rice, p. 75)

Like the Renaissance humanists who learned Greek or Hebrew,
advocates of this model stress the importance of the ability to read
the written culture of peoples distant in time or place. Lynne V.
Cheney, Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH), stressed the importance of a two-year foreign language
requirement ( 12 semester hours) that builds on prior high school
study so that "Students can begin to experience in the 'original, rather
than through translation, profound and beautiful works that show
how other people live and what they value." (Cheney, p. 29) One
NEH-funded project, Academic Alliances in Languages and Litera-
ture, aims to increase the number of courses at the high school and
college levels that teach foreign languages through the study of literary
texts. Other colleges, such as Butte College, CA and Richland College,
TX have designed special "classics cluster" programs that integrate
foreign language courses with courses in history and literature. At
Butte College, for example, a Certificate in Classical Studies is offered
to students who complete two courses in Latin, one course in ancient
Greek, and one course in Greco-Roman culture. The historical and
literary content of all three courses is carefully coordinated by the
instructor, and, if the student is enrolled in the college honors pro-
gram, which is often the case, a philosophy course is also taken.
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This model slights the importance of communicative skills in for-
eign language acquisition. Moreover, it is not always the case that
students can master, let alone enjoy, even "simple" texts after only
one or two semesters of study of a foreign language. Several colleges,
however, offer upper level literature courses taught in one of the
"traditional" languages. Frederick Community College, MD offers
"Special Topics in French Literature" which is taught exclusively in
French. Finally, at lecst one college, Oakton Community College, IL
places an emphasis on foreign language education that extends to
faculty development. A number of opportunities are provided for
faculty, full and part-time, staff, and administrators to meet regularly
to learn to speak another language and the "culture that is embedded
in la ngua ge." '

A third model is dominated by a new emphasis on the international
education curriculum and on increasing numbers of students entering
career or occupational programs that strongly recommend or require
foreign language skills (e.g. Spanish for medical secretaries, or Japa-
nese for business majors). The key term here is skills, i.e. the ability
of a student to use a foreign language in a variety of practical applica-
tions. Colleges adopting this model often offer a wide array of foreign
languages in both credit and non-credit formats. The primary empha-
sis is on language acquisition for conversational application; the skills
of listening, speaking and reading are stressed. While at first glance
this model seems to share a great deal with the humanities program
model, this approach is driven by the demands of international busi-
ness, international affairs, and the globalization of the world econ-
omy. Jerry Gaff, in his treatment of global studies perspectives in the
curriculum, has noted that students need foreign language capability
because "Americans need to speak foreign languages in order to serve
the nation's interests, including peace, diplomacy, trade, environmen-
tal quality, and others. And larger numbers of foreign travelers and
foreign products provide reminders of our linguistic limitations." (pp.
94-95) The International Language Center at Tulsa Junior College,
OK and the International Language Institute at Richland College, TX
are extremely successful examples of this model. The Richland College
Institute aims to enable learners "to use the language in functional
contexts and authentic cultural settings. Hence, for a language pro-

`From a report to CCHA by Margaret and Linda Korbel, Oakton Community
College, IL, December 13, 199 I'.
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gram to be effectiv e, it must respond to the expectations for communi-
cative LompetenLe. Language proficiency implies going beyond gram-
matical and lexical study at the sentence level to reach a general
discourse competence in real life situations."' Tulsa Junior College
offers 14 languages to ON er 3,500 students each yea rmd the Interna-
tional Language Center has served over 10,000 students since its
founding in 1987. The languages taught include ESL,' French, Ger-
man, Spanish, Italian, American Sign Language, Arabic, Chinese,
Greek, Hebrew, Japanese, Latin, Portuguese (Brazilian), and Russian.
Both colleges rely on faculty training by the American Council on
the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) in proficiency-based
teaching teLhniques. Faculty spend long hours interviewing students
according to ACTFL proficiency guidelines, and in the case of Rich-
land College, faculty helped to train French and Spanish teachers
from Dallas area schools. French and Spanish Lotuses at Richland
College have been adapted to proficiency standards and to assessment
and evaluation procedures; also, the use of new sophistiLated labora-
tory equipment to test oral protkienLy and to teach Lulture has been
implemented. Each of the Tulsa Junior College's international lan-
guage laboratories is equipped with a computerized electronic system
in order to handle simultaneous instruction in 24 languages. Other
colleges have invested in the state-of-the-art laboratory, including
Florida Community College at Jacksonville and Central Piedmont
Community College, NC. The certification program at Tulsa Junior
College has encouraged students from area high schools to build on
pro ions language study and to Lontinue their training at appropriate
levels, rather than to begin anew at Tulsa Junior College. In this way,
language profiLicmy LertifiLation helps to inLrease student enrollment
in advanced courses and, possibly, to seek dep. ees and/or certificates.
The irony, of course, is that foreign language training ought not be
postponed until college. Fred Hechinger, in his essay "The High
SLhool-College Connection," observed that "missing the opportunity
of teaching a foreign language to children at age seven or eight or

"From a description of the "Program Philosophy" of the International Language
Institute, Richland College, provided by Nanette Pascal.

English as a Second Language 031.1 is not a foreign language per se, although it
is often classified w ith foreign languages e.g. the Colter for the Study of Community
Colleges at UCLA. 131. departments or instructors may or may not be administra-
tively grouped with foreign language departments or instructors.
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even younger places an unnecessary and unproductive mental burden
on the teenagers or undergraduates or graduate students who, for the
first time, try to cope with what would have been hardly any effort
at all if it had been begun at the proper level of education. Equally
wasteful is the teaching of foreign languages in elementary school,
dropping it from the curriculum in junior or high school, and then,
five or six years later, at the time of the graduate dissertation, suddenly
requiring and expecting that a student pick up the language that he
or she dropped so long ago." (p. 124)

The majority of instructors at Tulsa Junior College are part-time.
Only six arc full-time. These instructors meet weekly with the director
of the International Language Center to develop instructional strate-
gies which they, in turn, present to the adjunct faculty through an
instructional development series. They also develop proficiency exam-
inations and are responsible for syllabus and textbook adoptions.

In recognition of its relation to the Tulsa business communi , the
Tulsa World Trade Association named Tulsa Junior College t 1991
"International Achiever" for its commitment to educating Tulsans
for the international economy. In this model of foreign language
education, "culture" is likely to mean "business etiquette" and "din-
ing difference," not historical tradition and major literary texts. The
Preach In Action and Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish programs,
produced by the Annenberg/CPB Project, are materials that seem to
work well with this approach, for they are designed "to make lan-
guage and culture come alive," and "to help students develop comu-
nicative proficiencylistening, speaking, reading and writing."' The
emphasis is on listening and speaking. In a similar fashion, the editor
of the fourth edition of a standard French text, Parole et Pensee,
announced, "This book is intended as an aid in teaching beginning
students to understand, speak, read, and write French. Listening,
understanding, and speaking are of primary importance, and writing
should not be allowed to come first, or to take the place of the audio-
lingual aspects of language." (Lenard, p. xvii)

Community college language administrators are proud of their
"hands on," utilitarian approach to language instruction. One admin-
istrator, respondig to the CCHA survey, pointedly compared his
department with area four-year departments, noting that community

'Taken from the 1990 sheet announcing the Desims tele%ision Lourse, videocas-
settes, and print materials.
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colleges had the ability to dedicate themselves totally to foreign lan-
guage teaching without the "inconvenience" of teaching, say, litera-
ture, He said his faculty did teach the culture, they did teach literature,
but the emphasis was on learning a language. The central question
for prospective foreign language instructors, he said, was "How will
you excite students to learn the language?"

Many community colleges offer study abroad programs. A great
number, such as Miami-Dade Community College, FL which has
both short, five- to six-week programs in Italy and France and semes-
ter-long programs in Spain, France, and Mexico, use existing consor-
tia, in this case the 180 member College Consortium for International
Studies (CCIS).9 Additional community college sponsors for CCIS
study abroad programs include Brookdale Community College, NJ,
Eric Community College, NY, Rockland Community College, NY,
Ocean County College, NJ, Mohegan Community College, CT, Bro-
ward Community College, FL, Westchester Community College, NY,
Broome Community College, MA, Cape Cod Community College,
MA, Mattatuck Community College, CT, and Jamestown Commu-
nity College, NY. Other colleges have developed their own study
abroad programs. Tulsa Junior College, under the auspices of the
International Campus Program, will have three groups studying
abroad in 1992: a business group and a humanities group in London
and Germany, ind English language groups in Austria and Germany.
Emphasis is placed on the development of internatio I awareness
skills. Rockland Community College hosts a Center for International
Studies and sponsors foreign study in London and in Israel, In addi-
tion, independent study and enrollment in courses at overseas univer-
sities are available. Study abroad programs provide experiences that
will change students' affective attitudes. When this is the primary
purpose of study abroad programs, the connections to foreign lan-
guage acquisition and to the study of another culture are seriously
weakened. There are cases where study abroad programs are not
much more than travel tours.

Unfortunately, most community college study abroad programs are
of a particularly short duration, rarely longer than three weeks. While
these programs are certainly valuable, some effort ought to be made
to increase the length of study abroad to at least one semester, or

'The host institution for the COS program is the Institute for Amerkan Universi-
ties, chartered by the Board of Regents of the State University of New York.
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ideally, for even a longer period, although cost is certainly one of
the major limiting factors. Casper College, WY boasts a modest
scholarship for foreign travel, and other colleges might follow suit by
attempting to secure funds dedicated to study abroad programs. In
addition, the range of countries targeted for study abroad programs
ought to he expanded to include more areas outside the well-traveled
paths to England, France, and Mexico. Finally, efforts need to be
made to ensure that study abroad courses and programs of study are
integrated into a student's course of study at his home college.

In addition to study abroad programs, some community colleges
have forged ,ister college partnerships. Tulsa Junior College, for
example, is negotiating an agreement with a college in Utsunomiya,
Japan. Special language classes are being organized for community
residents who will be hosting Japanese visitors and/or visiting Utsu-
nomiya.

All areas of the two-year college curriculum are affected by issues
of foreign language educatioti. Academic policies and the design of
new programs need to be carried out in coherent end carefully
designed ways in order to en.,:tire the long-term success of existing
and new programs.
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FE PITTMAN BRITTAIN

Making the Most of the
Articulation Process

INTRODUCTION

Cross-cultural understanding and foreign language skills are not
only the mark of an educated person today, but it is probable that
they will be requisites for economic survival tomorrow. At a time
when the nation's youth .ed learning opportunities that will qualify
them for work in a global c.:onomy, we must find the will and the
means whereby foreign language programs throughout the nation
respond to the call for effective improvement.

Educators, scholars, government officials and members of the busi-
ness community agree that foreign languagt skills are not adequate
for promoting the nation's political and business objectives around
the world. Global interdependency compels us to confront the reality
of our need to study and understand the cultures, economies and
politics of other countries and how these impact the United States.

The gravity of the situation is such that the American Council on
Education recently issued a statement supporting foreign language
education as a priority educational objective for the nation. The
report, entitled What ire Can't Say Gm Hurt Us: A Call for Foreign
Language Competen,e by the Year 2000, prescribed these recommen-
dations:

1. Continuity in language learning should take place throughout
the educational process.

2. Language competence should be an educational outcome.
3. Institutional initiatives are needed that will facilitate the process

of language learning for students and faculty,

to Prttmau &glans, Chaff of oragn Language apartment al Puna
Comm/may College, !fast Campus, AZ.
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To attain these objectives, a commitment to the review, revision,
and implementation of an articulation process among high schools,
community colleges, and universities is essential. This commitment
should be extended to a recommendation of a similar process between
primary and secondary schools if the system is to provide a smooth
transition in language stud) for all students. Indeed, the e r ) meaning
of articulation is "joining", and here it is extended to all levels of
instruction and to the common continuing goals and objectives in
which all levels participate.

This paper addresses the current problems impeding articulation in
foreign language education, and it proposes several strategies for
making artkadation workable and successful. We must find ways to
connect the various levels of language learning so that our teaching,
and conseqwmtly our learning, is effective, efficient, and geared to
meet the changing needs of our nation and our world.

CURRENT PROBLEMS OF ARTICULATION

Perfonnance Standards

There is an absence of performance standards with clear-cut goals
and objectives adaptable to all learning environments. These stan-

l'immtn Britt rut at the /1ACC torengn
I anguage lalmation Roundtable. Wash-
ington, D.0
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dards are necessary for creating the means to assess foreign language
proficiency. Language teachers and professors must be told, "Here is
the performance standard. It is your responsibility to implement this in
your environment with your students." Such a performance standard
provides the people who operate the system with the opportunity to
build it creatively. It will yield not only quality language-learning
experiences, but also the incentive to achieve even higher performance
standards.

Assessmegt Instruments

The lack of agreement about state and national language profi-
ciency tests inhibits the development of accurate assessment instru-
ments. The current lack of adequate and effective evaluation affects
other areas as well: student selection and placement, teaching meth-
ods, and the relationship between languages learned in the classroom
and those learned in "non-academic" environments. As well, efficient
assessment is necessary not only for effective education in schools,
but for the schools' rapport with employers and their commercial
expectations of language proficiency in their employees.

University Language Requirements for Admission

The recent surge of interest in foreign language has resulted in the
reinstatement of foreign language requirements at many institutions
of higher learning. (Klee and Rogers, 1989; Schulz, 1991) This higher
entry-level foreign language requirement excludes certain studentsfrom enrolling in or transferring into foreign language programsbecause no effort has been made to coordinate /articulate the high
school programs with these changes in foreign language requirementsat the college level. These more stringent requirements, understand-
able and deemed necessary by post-secondary institutions, impactwidely upon the community colleges which must provide language
courses for students caught in the proverbial "middle" and, at thesame time, be certain that their programs are providing the back-
ground to insure student success at the more advanced levels of
language study. All this is required of the two-year college curriculum
in a period of no-growth and fiscal restraint.
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SOME STEPS TOWARD SOLUTIONS

.Perfonnance Standards

The foreign language teaching profession should establish a set of
performance standards adaptable to all learning environments. This
requires research involving the classroom teacher and collaborative
efforts between high schools, two-year colleges and universities. Input
from language instructors at all levels is needed to create a realistic
appraisal of what is being taught and how it is being learned in foreign
language classes. Through careful collaborative research we can deter-
mine what are the best ways to organize the curriculum, how language
acquisition occurs in various classroom settings, and what methodolo-
gies are most successful at which levels of language development. It
is essential that researchers and practitioners have opportunities to
communicate with one another if meaningful theory-building in lan-
guage learning is to take place. (Bailey et al, 1991)

Assessment, Evaluation, and Petformance Standards

The need to develop acceptab 'alid, and reliable tests and data
collection instruments is also crucia co the theory-building process in
research. (Bailey et al, 1991) In other words, these two critical areas,
evaluation and performance standards, are closely' tied to one another.
Useful theories pertaining to language learning and acquisition cannot
be reliably investigated without these proper tools. As Renate Schulz
points out, none of the present second language acquisition theories
offers a complete and coherent explanation of this extremely complex
process. However, as a practitioner, Schulz "sees the prime value of
theory and research in their potential for leading us to possible practi-
cal implications and applications to improve teaching and learning."
(Schulz, 1991) This is precisely why we need participation from the
classroom teacher, the person involved in the day-to-day process of
language education. It is vital that the foreign language articulation
process become a reality. Only thin can we accomplish meaningful
research in second language acquisition theoriesresearch that can
result in clearer understanding of the learning process and ultimately,
better products.

a 4
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University and College Language Requirements

If the foreign language teaching profession, through collaboration
on all levels, achieves accepted means of testing and agreed-upon
performance standards, a major problem for students and faculty at
the college level will be greatly alley iated. Students will not arrive at
the college or university with little or no foreign language preparation
and yet be expected to demonstrate effective communicative skills
plus cultural awareness in as little as two years. As Pankenier pointed
out, "We delude ourselves land our students] if we think that merely
requiring a year or two of language instruction in college is going to
produce significant improvement in the cultural or linguistic sophisti-
cation of our graduates or enhance our ability to compete internation-
ally. If we are as serious about the importance of linguistic sophistica-
tion as we profess to be, then language study ought to be required
from elementary school onward, just as the study of mathematics and
writing is." (1990, p. B3)

Swaffar posits, ". . regardless of method, the average performance
at the end of two years of high school or college was not high enough
to encourage expectations that students would be able to use that
second language in some practical way." (1989, p. 55) Swaffar also
refers to John Carroll's well-known study done in 1967 which
revealed the fallacy of unreasonable expectations: mastery of surface
second language was not feasible even in four years.

There are indications that many universities are, indeed, taking the
steps necessary to enforce language study in the high schools by
establishing higher entrance requirements. The process would benefit
students more, however, if through collaborative efforts the course
of study were defined and agreed upon, developing language compe-
tency to a level that would assure student success at the university
and college levels.

FACTORS FAVORING AN EFFECTIVE ARTICULATION PROCESS

The landscape of education, unfortunately, is littered with the bones
of unsuccessful attempts to articulate courses and programs between
the community college and the university. A significant factor in
these disappointments is the lack of understanding as to what the
articulation problems are, as well as the absence of agreement about
performance standards. The workability and the success of an dice-
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tive articulation effort can be direct!) influenced if the following steps
are undertaken:

1. Review of the articulation history between institutions, both
within the state and within the academic community;

2. Adoption of a prescribed performance standard in which levels
of language proficiency are determined;

3. Development of accepted instruments of evaluation which can
be easily and economically administered at different levels of
language study;

4. Establishment of a mechanism whereby counterparts from each
of the institutions are directly in touch with each other;

5. Rea king agreement between institutions that, while preserv-
ing institutional autonomy, language courses and programs, will
adhere to prescribed performance standards; and

6. Reinforcement of an unwritten, but clearly and mutually held,
belief in the importance of communication and mutual respect.

ARTICULATION AND CONTEMPORARY NEEDS

The first steps in this endeavor to respond to the national need for
effective improvement in foreign language education are t adopt
performance standards for language proficiency and to articulate
language courses and programs throughout the system.

Harold Hodgkinson, in his reports on demographic changes in the
United States, points out the sweeping changes that we need to prepare
for in the near future. More of our clients in education will be minorit-
ies and women. The major responsibility for preparing these students
for successful completion of advanced degrees is falling to the commu-
nity colleges. By far, the majority of first-time minority, women and
non-traditional freshmen select two-year institutions at which to
begin their college education. Thus, articulation between community
colleges and uni ersities will greatly increase the probability of student
success. Hodgkinson also maintains that now is the wrong time to
orient schools toward sere Mg as screening mechanisms, and that since
82% of the workforce between now and the year 2000 will be a
combination of females, minorities and immigrants, our goals should
be to educate everyone to their highest potential, not "weed" them
out of higher education. Everyone will need a sophisticated education
to successfully operate in the high-tech global village of the future.
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It may appear that this paper, with its emphasis on establishingforeign language performance standards and assessment instruments,is in direct contrast with Hodgkinson's protest against screening
mechanisms. This is certainly not the case, as this paper recommendsthat we develop common levels of expected proficiency or languagecompetency, and the means to evaluate such, is not to "weed out"the losers or to create an elite group of winners, but rather, it is toprovide a learning situation in which every student can succeed. Heidi
Byrnes, in her presentation to the Georgetown University RoundTable on Language and Linguistics entitled "The Learner-Curricu-
lum-Testing Connection: Who is in Charge?," stressed the importanceof interpreting testing data so that it can be used to enhance and
improve the process of instruction and the foreign language curricu-lum, finding in the product of instruction, as ascertained throughtesting, means of improving the process of instruction. She positedthat if we do not enhance future learning through the enterprise oftesting, we are engaged in a fatalistic venture.

If language study is encouraged and accepted as an integral part ofthe curriculum from grade school through the university level, muchof the current frustration and failure we see in students who encountersecond language study for the first time at the college level will disap-pear. It is not in the best interest of students for us to separate"our" college level language program from "their" high school andelementary level language programs. In 1991, Senator Paul Simonrepeated his strong belief that, "more than ever, Americans need for-eign language fluency (and an appreciation of other cultures]." Thiscannot be accomplished in two years of college study. When SenatorSimon visited Botswana, he was struck by the realization that theiraverage fourth grader has four more years of foreign language studythan the average college graduate in the United States.
The reality is that articulation through all levels of language learn-ing is essential, not only to insure that all students have an opportunity

to study language and culture over a period of several years, but alsoto prevent students from needlessly repeating the same materials andlevels of language study throughout their educational careers.The major mechanism for bringing together counterparts frommany institutions is research. Research is also the major factor indeveloping sound theories regarding this complex phenomenon oflanguage acquisition. Classroom-based second-language-acquisitionresearch on testing, curriculum development, and expected compe-
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tency levels can help us build good, solid articulation. Universities
would greatly benefit the profession of language teaching if they
encouraged cooperative research between institutions. There is much
to share and investigate: recent second language acquisition theories,
different methodologies, new materials, information on individual
learning styles, to name a few. Graduate students, actively involved
in these areas through their investigatory studies, should be given the
opportunity to work with high school and elementary school language
teachers, actively involved in the process. And who is in a better
position to try these new ideas and processes than the classroom
teacher, who very likely does not have the time to organize the statis-
tics, background research, and the report itself? University and college
professors, graduate and undergraduate students, high school and
elementary teachers and their students, researchers, and administra-
torsWhat a synergetic combination this could be!

CONCLUSION

Effective articulation is, in one sense, the only path to cross-level
improvement in language instruction. Each level depends on the other.
Overall improvement in the effectiveness of language instruction
which ui/ /produce, through progressive levels, language "graduates"
who are capable of understanding, speaking, reading and writing a
second language can only come through articulation from elementary
school through college. A regional "pilot" program involving a public
school district, a community college, and a university would provide
a model for those who are looking to implement articulation activities
in their environment,

Communication, collaborative efforts among professionals of all
learning environments, as well as administrative commitment, are
essential elements to ensure the success of any educational activity,
program or project. Many among the "best and brightest" have
contemplated what needs to be done to promote articulation in lan-
guage studies. What we must do now is muster the will and determina-
tion to put these ideas into practice.

We live in a world of wide diversity, of extremely rapid change,
and even more rapid communication. This communication must be
clear; the communicators must be informed and responsible. Let us
learn to talk to each other and to listen. Let us change the dictum so
that it reads, "What we can say won't hurt us," and then let's say it.
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JOHN UNDERWOOD

Uses of Technology to Mae',
Foreign Languages at Community
Colleges

I WAS Nvirm Two YE ARS AGO TO MAKI.. A CONSULTINC. VISIT TO n-LE
foreign language department of a community college in eastern Wash
ington state. Their situation was typical: the Dean bad offered flux
to set up a lab if they could come up with an innovative proposal. A
faculty committee had visited other schools, examined existing facili-
ties on campus, and had written a proposal. When it was approved,
however, the department realized mere was another, more serious,
problem facing them: despite the claims of their own proposal, there
was no real agreement as to what they wanted to do. By the time I
went to speak to them they were filled with ideas but lacked a clear
or convincing reason for pursuing any of them. They said, "If we just
bought some videotapes, everyone would be happy. But the reason
for a full-blown lab is not so clear."

The technology quandary is a familiar phenomenon in language
departments at all levels. There are actually three parts to the puzzle..
One is cost: creating or updating a traditional language lab can be a
major investment in both hardware and software at a time when
budgets are tight. The issue of funding is closely tied to the question
of purpose. If a department is to spend that much money and time
designing and setting up a new system, they need to be sure they are
going in the right direction. And tied to this issue is the sensitive
matter of differences in faculty interest and motivation. It is human
nature to be curious about new ways of doing things, but it is equally
human to feel "it's all very nice, but somehow it's not me," or "I'll
never find time to do that." Clearly, the most useful approach to all
three parts of the puzzle is a convincing demonstration that technol-

John Underwood is Assocwie Professor o/Spant,b/Lingta,ttea at lrestern
nsbington Unire6ty.
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ogy can have a very real, useful and pedagogically defensible place in
language teaching. This paper will primarily address this last issue
and make recommendations to two-year colleges for proceeding
gingerly, if need bethrough this technological wonderland.

LANGUAGE TEACHING TODAY

The language teacher is no longer seen as a dispenser of knowledge,
an expert holding forth at the front of the room, but rather as a
facilitator or catalyst in a world of exploratory and cooperative learn
ing. The teacher creates an environment in which learning can take
place, an atmosphere that is comfortable rather than anxiety-produc-
ing, where students are "safe" to experiment and make mistakes, and
where activities encourage them to use the language to communicate
personal messages with their peers, to solve mutual problems (such
as "A + B" pictures with missing information), and ultimately to see
the language as a tool rather than as an object to be committed to
memory a piece at a time.

The role of technology in this picture has been the subject of some
debate. There are those of us who have argued for some time that
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) has tended to focus on
the more mechanical and less global aspects of language and is there-
fore inconsistent with current methodological theory and classroom
practice.' (Underwood, 1984; Higgins & Johns, 1984) Technology,
it was argued, can be and should be used in more creative and commu-
nicative ways: task-based activities, simulated dialogues, and global
activities centered on the overall meaning of the language. None of
these exercises are beyond the scope of CALL programming, they
are merely more difficult and more time-consuming to implement.
Meanwhile, other observers argued that precisely since there was no
longer as much emphasis in the classroom on the more formal aspects
of language, the lab would, in fact, be a good place to have students
focus on them, at their own level, and at their own speed. Today,

For much of the follins mg discussion I gill assume .1 three %%a) distnktion in
t)pes of language exercises, %shether in the classroom or on the computer. (I)
meehanical exereises are those in %%hich the forms arc manipulated %%about concern
for the meannig of the sentences, a) meaningful exercises require understanding
tae content of the material, but %%nitwit an real exchange of informatton, (3)
eommunieatne exercises eontain some sort of information gap and knee can ant)
be completed through the sharing of real information.
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both kinds of acmities can be found in the lab, although the drill-
and-practice program still dominates (and has become surprising!)
popular with students). Although the contro% ers) has not been
resoled, with today's increasing emphasis on the importance of% ideo
images in the lab. with or w ithout the aid of a computer, including
interacti% e %ideo, the question of whether the computer itself can
teach language has lost some of its urgency.

TECHNOLOGY IN THE LAB

The traditional audio lab has tape decks in parallel booths and a
monitoring station at the front where the instructor can Lhoose the
program for the students and merhear w hat is being said in indk 'dual
booths. In the classic audio routine, students listen to the master ti ack,
record their own response, then repla) both the master's and meir
own for comparison. As earl) as the 1960's this practice w as criticized
as being too mechanical and artificial, with too much emphasis on
pronunciation, and not enough meaningful text or opportunity
for thought. Studies on1) confirmed the obious at students seldom
lake the time to record, pla) hack, and compare their responses, and
are not particular') good at self- Lorrection. (Higgins, 1975) By the
19-0's mans labs had fallen into disuse. One inno% ation sa% ed it from
complete mothballing; the discover) that it could be put to good use
for a more meaningful t) pe of practice, the listening eomprehension
exercise. Textbook publishers began offering tapes accompanied
student w orkbooks designed more to focus on listening tasks than to
stamilate speaking. This t) pe of audio lab acti% it) eontinues to be
common today, though in most cases it is no longer practiced in the
lab itself but km the student's own portable cassette player at home
or of the road; this dramatic shift of audio use from the lab to
the student's own em ironment is kaow n in the profession as the
-walkman phenomenon.-

ENTR THE COMPIrrElt

In the 19-0's we begin to see another important shift in the lab.
The introduction of the microcomputer (especial')), at first, the Apple
II and the IBM PC) made it possible to put a stand-alone computer
in each student station. Earl) uses w ere neeessaril) homegrow n and
rather crudeno help, no fezdback, three tries and )ou're outand
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the computer was always right. In fact, CALL programs tended to
stiffer from the same drawbacks as the early audio lab: they vv.
boring, not highly context ual ized, not well integrated into the cu rricu-
lumand not designed to strengthen any communicative aspect of
language. Experimentation led to a number of more workable models
for lab practice. These w inhere be described in terms of a few standard
generic categories. From these the reader will be able to judge how
muchor how littlethe computer may contribute to the student's
learning.

Dal and Practice

"Classical" grammar drill-and-practice, the most common use of
the coamuter for :,.. guage learning, requires manipulation of words
or sentences where the answer is controlled (such as in "dehydrated
sentences," fill-ins, and so foah.). The pedagogical value of such
programs will depend largely on the quality of the error analysis the
program can provide, if any. (Early programs responded with little
more than "Wrong, try again.") A somewhat more enlightened ver-
sion of drill-and-practice will try to point the confused student in the
direction of the right form by highlighting the wrong word and hinting
at the problem. The hint may range from a purely grammatical state-
ment ("Masculine or feminine ? ") to a reference to the context ("You
mention her. Is Charles a girl ?"). Note that the student's attention is
necessarily focused on the form of the words rather than on their
meaning, and that the feedback from the program is usually phrased
in terms of form, such as parts of speech and tenses. Criticism of
CALL has centered on this lack of context or sealant' content; it is
normally not necessary to understand what the sentences mean in
order to respond correctly.

Text Remits/me/ion

In reconstruction programs, the basic idea is denied from the doze
exercise, passages in which a certain number of words have been
deleted and must be replaced by the student. Reconstruction is an
example of a more contextualized and global type of activity, since
the meaning of the passage is an important clue to the identity of the
missing words. The computer series as facilitator and aide; when
students are stumped, they can ask for a hint such as the first letter
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of the word, a translation, or some other clue. The extreme example

of a doze exercise is the Storyboard program, in which the student

reads a passa& , watches as the computer replaces each word with a

blank, then reconstructs it word by word. A combination of context,

structure, vocabulary and memory will aid the student in recovering

the words. Hence, it is argued that
though it is not a communicative

activity, it is definitely a meaningful one.

Siam/at/oil and Gaines

Just as pilots learn to fly in computer-controlled
flight simulators

requiring them to use rea! piloting skills, languagestudents can partici-

pate in a make-believe
world in which they must use the target lan-

guage to get by. At the simplest level, this microworld
exists only in

text on the screen, as in the classic adventure game ("You are in a

forest, there is a house to the left. Which direction do you wish to

move?"). More elaborate versions use graphics or videodisc images

to simulate their microworld.
One of the most promising simulation

projects is No recoerdo, an interactive videodisc project for Spanish

developed at MIT as part of the Athena Project. Immersed in the on-

screen world of an amnesiac
scientist, the so rmt uses the computer

to explore the environment, examine objects,. d "talk" to the char-

acters by typing in questions or answers in response to what takes

place on the screen. Much of this practice is c'-arly communicative

in nature, since information is being exchanged.

Tool Programs

Sometimes called "serendipity programs" beca use they were

designed for purposes other than CALL (e.g., word processing, spell-

ing checkers, databases), various types of tool software have proven

useful to the language student. Word-processing programs, especially

those which include a foreign-language
dictionary and/or spelling

checker, can do much to help students refine their writing skills,

including punctuation, spelling, and awareness of morphological

detail. Data-base programs have been used as reference tools, provid-

ing an on-line source of information about grammatical forms or

lexical relationships. Several language departments have experi-

mented with using either the local-area network (LAN) in their lab

or their campus computer-mail system to have students practice writ-
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ing and "mailing" messages or short ccmpositions to each other and
to their instructor. The medium of electronic mail seems to encourage
students to write more freely and to use a wider range of language
functions in their messages (requests, complaints, confirmation, etc.).

CALL: LOOKING AHEAD

The preceding view of what has been done in CALL is by no means
the whole picture of what can be done with computers in language
learning. Much of the potential of language learning technology can
be surmised from work under way in other fields of computational
research. One promising direction would entail borrowing from arti-
ficial intelligence strategies to make CALL programs "smarter" and
more "human." "Intelligent tutoring systems" may not only know
certain information about the activity (such as knowledge of the
language and the context, or story line, in which the language is being
practiced), they may also learn important details about the student
during the session. Based on an analysis of errors and restarts, the
system can determine what students know, what they do not know,
and what they need to do next. (Underwood, 1989)

Central ' o the artificially intelligent system is the notion of parsing.
Parsing programs have complicated algorithms for deLiphcring the
user's sentence and determining its meaning or structureor both.
At the simplest level, parsers can correctly identify the parts of speech
to which words belong, something akin to drawing a sentence dia-
gram. At the other end, parsers can "understand" language well
enough to read a story and summarize it. In an experimental language
learning program developed as part of Athena, the student uses typed-
in German commands to order a "poltergeist" to move objects around
in the graphic mini-world on the screen. By parsing the student's
commands, the program can determine the intended meaning behind
each statement and act upon it by pausing the appropriate change in
the graphics. (Kramsch, 1985) As promising as such programs sound,
as yet there are very few such systems which are available to the
teachers who need them.

VIDEO

Perhaps due to a certain inevitable disenchantment with the limita-
tions and frustrations of CALL (including the technical difficulty in
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achieving anything other than the most rudimentary program), in the
late 1980's videotape recorders came to be seen as a more promising
use of technology. The reasons were obviousvideo offers an authen-
tic language sample presented in a culturally-rich context in which
students both see and hear the world of the second language speaker.
NThat is more, video equipment and tapes were relatively inexpensive
and simple to use, requiring no programming or troublesome soft-
ware. With the growing popularity and standardization of the VHS
videocassette recorder, each booth in the lab could have independent-
ly-controllable color video. For a relatively nominal expense, the
department could acquire a library of foreign films for students to
v. dtch and study.

Thus, the language lab entered the age of video, in which the use
of the computer was not replaced, but rather supplemented by the
rich and colorful environment created by these visual images. New
ways were found to present v ideo material to the student, emphasizing
careful preparation before viewing ("What do you think will happen
next?"), comprehension checks, and using the material for language
study. Teachers were encouraged to show and discuss manageable
chunks of video rather than have the whole piece flash by without
commentary. (Altman, 1990) Once the first glow of enthusiasm had
waned, though, teachers realized that the real problem with video
was not how to show it but what to show. There are hundreds of
foreign films available on tape, yet few of them are accessible to first-
or second-year students. Video packages from educational publishers
usually consist of pedestrian travelogues or cultural samplers. Video
clearinghouses such as the University of Iowa's Project for Interna-
tional Communication Studies (PICS) offer videotaped television pro-
grams in a variety of languages, programs which have been down-
loaded from international television satellites; the news stories and so
forth arc both authentic and recent, but they still suffer from the
problem of accessibility, since neither the language nor the situation
is familiar to the student.

SATELLITE TV/SATELL1TE BROADCAST

The popularization of the satellite television dish has led to two
very different applications in foreign language teaching. One is the
use of a properly-aimed antenna dish to receive television signals from
overseas (berm, foreign-language) transmitters. Language depart-
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ments on the east coast can bring in live European broadcasts; with
the difference in time, they can catch the nightly news from Paris or
Madrid over breakfast in Baltimore. Departments using a satellite
dish on the west coast cannot pick up Western Europe but receive
constant programming from Mexico, French Canada, and the Soviet
Union. No sooner had all this authentic foreign language material
become ay ailable, how o er, w hen language departments realized they
fared two thorny issues: w hat to do with all the hours of v ideo coming
in, and what legal rightsif anythey had to copy and use broadcast
material.

The question of copyright is still very wnfustd. Unless one negoti-
ates with the overseas networks for more general rights,' off-air
recordings may be used in the classroom for only ten days, and the
tape may be kept for a maximum of 45 days. (Congressional Record,
IF8 1 ) But even with permission to keep the material, there is still the
enormous problem of monitoring what comes in from the satellite
twenty-four Lours a day, deciding what to down-load, copying it (on
a multi-standard VCR, since most Loularies use a different television
scanning system from ours), then determining howor ifit can be
presented to students. Because suLh material is only too authentic,
some form of pro iew or Lomprehension materials will be needed to
allow students more access to the video material. This considerable
process of bringing the programming from airwaves to lab has proven
to require more staffing than most departments can afford.

The second application of satellite dish technology is virtually the
reverse process. To reach remote areas with little or no foreign lan-
guage instruLtion, especially in the lesser-taught languag,s, university
foreign language departments have begun transmitting instruction
via satellite. The receiving institution needs only a satellite dish and
sufficient telex ision monitors in their classrooms. Because this use of
technology renters on the transmission of instruLtion lather than on
its enhancement our underly ing topic her,:it will not be dealt with
further.

VIDEODISC AND INTERACTIVE VIDEO

The search for good video material becomes acute when the
medium is videodisc rather than videotape, for there are still only a

It %%as in this manner that PK_S obtained the Ikense to top) and distribute
European television programming to U.S. schools.
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handful of useful foreign language discs available. Yet the interest in
videodisc is strong, and it is growing. Its advantages are many, and
they all have to do with control. With Lase, each image in the moving
picture is a single frame of video with a unique index number that
enables it to be accessed quickly and precisely. The best tape players
can only come close, within a few frames, and they may take ten times
as long to get there. This gives the teacher a chance to use single
frames of video as slides, to jump forward or back instantly to display
or compare frames or moving sequences. And the picture quality of
the single frame remains every bit as good as that of the moving
sequence.

The videodisc player has one other advantage which accounts for
its increasing popularity in educationit can be controlled by a
computer. Assuming the player is equipped for external connection.,,,
and that the computer has a piece of software known as a "videodisc
driver" which allows it to "talk" to the videodisc player, then the
computer can be used as a "front end" to the video, much as the
keyboard serves as the front end to the computer itself. This means
that access to certain key frames, scenes, or lines of dialogue can be
programmed into the computer in advance. The student then only
has to click on a certain area or "button" on the computer screen to
have it play or replay the scene or line of dialogue. The result is known
as "interactive video" (IAV).

The potential of IAV is far-reaching. The problem of the accessibil-
ity of the language and context is virtually eliminated. Everything on
the disc, everything that is seen and heard, can be viewed and reviewed
by the student as often as is needed, In addition, the computer can
ask a series of comprehension questions to aid in the student's under-
standing. Or it can provide an on-line glossary of key words, transla-
tions, an index of key characters in the story, grammar or culture
notes, background readings, and so on. In its ability to freeze video
on demand and expose its linguistic and cultural secrets, the computer
has come into its own.

HYPERTEXT AND HYPERMEDIA

The concept of hypermedia is related to the earlier notion of"hyper-
text," a way of reading and interacting with text on the computer
screen. A hypertext system allows users to select a segment of text on
the screen (perhaps by pointing at it or clicking on it) and cause the
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text to open up to a footnote, a translation, bibliographical data, or
some other related text or graphics. Nonsequential links between one
document and another, or between one footnote and another, allow
users to follow trails in any direction without losing their original
context. Thus, each reader in effect creates a new document by chain-
ing together fragments of text in a personal fashion. The result com-
pels us to alter our notion of both the "text" and "reading." (Under-
wood, 1988)

For all its potential, hypertext is limited to words on the screen.
However, if one links a hypertext system to other media (audio, video,
graphics, animation), the result is a rich and powerful delivery system
known as "hypermedia" or "multimedia." In the same way that
hypertext can zoom open to reveal its inner secrets (by linking to
other, related, text), hypermedia can open windows and take the
"reader' out into the world. Hypermedia gives the student power
over the environment: the power to explore a body of information
without being constrained by the author's view of how it all fits
together, the power to follow an idea as far as one's imagination, and
the media, will allow. Picture a language activity based on a map of
Spanish-speaking countries; (.licking on any point on the map on the
computer screen 1, ould in% okc a full -color video image of that corner
of the world. Or the user could "fly" over the map while the video
monitor follows along with a continuous mo% ing video sequence of
what one would see below. Or the program could be used as a kind
of data base, whereby the user types in the name of a country, city,
river, or mountain, and it is then outlined on the map at the same
time as a corresponding color photograph appears on the v idco screen,
and a voice describes it in Spanish.

CD-ROM: LARGE-SCALE STORAGE OF MEDIA

Adding to the hypermedia picture is the use of CD-ROM (compact
disc-read only memory )t storage medium that closely resembles CD
audio. The drawback of CD-ROM, as the name suggests, is that
one cannotat presentrecord on it. Its advantage is its nearly
inconceivable storage rapacity: one thin little disk Lan hold something
in the neighborhood of 600 megabytes, enough to hold the complete
works of Shakespeare and still have room for the Random House
Encyclopedia. What CD-ROM offers the hypermedia system, then, is
a place to store a nearly inexhaustible supply of foreign language
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material. Chunks of data, which can include text, audio, graphics
andin timea limited amount of video, are up-loaded into the
computer on demand. Here one meets the other disadvantage of CD-
ROMaccess is slow by the standards of today's computer. But the
technology is changing quickly; a spinoff or hybrid version will soon
offer greater video capacity, faster speed, and the crucial ability to
record and erase material on the disk.

SOURCES OF SOFTWARE

In all this, we have been discussing various types of programs and
materials as if they are all in place, ready for the using. The reality is
considerably more Lomplicated. Most software now in use in language
labs was developed on the site to suit the needs of the local population.
Apart from the obvious duplication of effort in proceeding in this
manner, it stands to reason that no one department can come up with
all of the techniques and strategies that would be possible if this were

a more collective project. How did this happen? In moving toward
computers, language departments eventually all made the same dis-
coveryready-made, off-the-shelf software would not suit their
needs. Even if they purchased all the Word Attack, Hangman, and
various other "drill-and kill" programs available, instructors felt
these would never justify their investment in the machines.

Since the first language software began appearing on the shelves,

there has been a more or less continuous debate over the role of the
teacher in the development of programs. While it is clear that any
Lompetent language teacher knows more about designing language
materials than the computer specialists who have been writing the
programs, it is also clear that few language teachers want to know
much about programming. Writing code is an extremely labor-inten-
sive business, best contracted out to computer professionals. In any

case, there are now several alternatives to creating a program from
the ground up. For example, rather than using a general-purpose
programming language such as BASIC or Pascal, a teacher interested
in developing CALL materials would be better off with one of the so-
called "authoring systems" which have become available in the last
few years. An authoring system is designed so that one does not need

to handle the code at all. The teacher/author need only think about
the content of the programwhat it should say and where it should

say it. The programming goes on behind the scenes, so to speak. Such
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systems are often referred to as "templates" since they contain all of
the structure but none of the content.

THE LANGUAGE LAB OF THE FUTURE?

Where will the lab go from here? Attempting t, predict future
trends is risky at best. Early proponents of the language lab pro-
claimed noisily that these machines would prove to be the ultimate
teacher's aidea tireless drillmaster, a perfect pronunciation model,
and a way to free the teacher for more intellectual pursuits in the
classroom. The truth, of course, is that the lab very nearly did us in.
Still, it is tempting to extrapolate from what we know to be possible
to what could very soon be reality:

Cris, a freshman student at a medium-sized urban junior college, is
seated at a workstation in what used to be called the "language lab."
Se% era I things have changed, though. In front of her is a color screen
on which appear wmputer graphics and text superimposed on video
images, all of which Cris controls by the simple click of a mouse.
Through her stereo earphones she hears the dialogue and music of the
1 ideo program as well as the digitized voice of "Carlos," her computer
and her personal tutor. In a natural 1 °ice and impeccable Castilian,
Carlos questions her about the content of the opening scene in the
current episode of the 1 ideo story. Cris answers by speaking a few
words into the miniature microphone in front of her. Carlos says he
likes her answer, but suggests she listen again to w hat Pedro said at the
beginning of the scene ...

Cris is immersed in an authentic language experience. The Spanish
she usesand hearsis given life and meaning by the vivid context
of the story taking place on the video before her, and by all the
resources hiLh she, and Carlos, have at their disposal: a pronouncing
dictionary which can search through the dialogue and play back
examples, a visual index of scenes to help her retrace her steps,
"footnote" dialogue boxes on all imr irtant vocabulary, structure and
culture itemsas they occur. Carle even knows how much Spanish
Cris knows, how to speak to her and be understood, and how much
she understands about the story. 1 k carefully chooses his questions
and his own vocabulary and structure so that at no point is Cris asked
to participate in an activity for which she is not prepared, or which
is too easy for her.
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Although such a system is not yet presently in use in this form, most
of the components are currently feasible. The fine-tuned recognition
and understanding of Cris's speech is now. possible on a small scale
(hence the limitation to "a few words"). Carlos's understanding of her
Spanish could be achies ed by a high-speed parser, once the problem of
speech recognition had been overcome. And his knowledge of Cris's
level and needs merely imitates experimental intelligent tutoring sys-
tems now under development. The hardware in Cris's workstation is
no longer a "tower" of separate components (computer, laserdisc
player, CD-ROM, speakers, monitors, etc.). Because the computer
contains a recordable /erasable optical storage drive, it can store audio,
video, graphiLs, and text data indiscriminately mnd process it all at
extremely high speed.

CONCLUSION

It is becoming increasingly apparent in the profession that the first
two years of instruction can be crucial to students' ultimate success
in the languagedetermining their attitude toward the language and
toward language learning, their motivation to continue, and their
linguistic foundation for later study. For this reason, the unique cir-
cumstances of community colleges make them in many ways an ideal
environment for language instruction focusing on these crucial early
years. And it is during this time that the use of technology can he
vital.

Do we need technology ? As is hopefully es ident from the discussion
above, there are any number of ways in which technological aids can
help, even teach, the student. Es en as we explore the appropriate uses
for today's systems, the hardware gets faster, the software more
sophisticated. But there are other reasons, having to do with the
nature of our w orldind the world which is coining. A generation is
grossing up which takes technology for granted. Some thirty million
Nintendo games have been sold, and "as their players pass through
the schools and their careers, they will demand no less technology
in the world around them." (Apple Corporation's John Sculley in
Borchardt, 1991) And kVe has C tnos ed beyond the question of whether
computers will replace teachers: "Computers will not replace teach-
ers, but teachers who use computers will replace teacherswho don't."
( DLI-Monterey's Ray Clifford in Borchardt, 1991) Hence, the real
need in our colleges will not be for the machines, since these can only
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become easier to acquire, but for large-scale faculty training in both
the use and development of technology-related materials. Depart-
ments will have to shift their faculty development energies from per-
sonal scholarship to the production of materials for the use of begin-
ning and intermediate students.

As student demand for language instruction increases and staffing
funds lag behind or Oren decrease, the need for well-conceived individ-
ualized instruction will become acute. Colleges are already using lab
work to replace lost classroom contact hours. An otherwise staff-
hear y intensive Spanish program, for example, can now dedicate fully
fifty percent of student credit hours to video and software programs.
With integrated self-study materials, the department can design a
wide-ranging and flexible program for a fraction of the usual cost.
The motivated learner will be able to achieve a basic communicative
competence through an individualized program supported by a text-
book, audio and video tapes, and the computer. Such programs will
meet the needs of a growing population: (1) students whose skills do
not fit comfortably into any class level, (2) students (or faculty) who
hate taken form 11 coursework in the distant past and want to get back
in touch with the language, and (3) students interested in studying a
language for which no formal coursework is offered. The latter
includes the less commonly taught languages, an increasingly vital
resource in today's diversified society, yet one which is becoming
more and more problematic for budget-strapped departments.

Finally, in studying ways of setting up or remodeling existing lan-
guage labs, colleges slioald take a close look at how today's labs are
being used.' Because ale° and computer material is now being more
closely integrated into the classroom curriculum, many schools are
modifying the traditional concept of the lab as sole audio-visual arca
in favor of installing two or three "media classrooms" and making
the lab more of a resource center, a drop-in media library for both
students and faculty. The media classroom would feature the equip-
ment needed by the teacher for display: a VCRr television monitor,
a computer connected to a laserdisc player and/or CD-ROM or CD
audio. The resource center (the former lab) should be equipped to
attract browsers, with an ample collection of foreign language films
on videotape and videodisc, CALI. software keyed to classroom cur-

"l'he International Association of Language Labor mines (IAL1.) will pros:de free
consulting to schools interested in man :Ming u. establishing a tneJia enter.
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riculmnmd both materials and personnel to support individualized
instruction. It should be laid out so as to provide workstations for
students working individually or in groups of two or three (situated
along the walls in an irregular pattern), and an area in the center for
larger group work, including viewing video together on a large-screen
monitor.

In all of this, the department and the faculty must not lose sight of
the humanitarian %allies which brought them to language study in the
first placeand of the irreplaceable role of the warm and caring
teacher.
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Foreign Language Instruction
Across the Curriculum:
A Strategy and Model
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INTRODUCHON

Foreign language instruction traditionally stressed rote memoriza-

tion of common expressions, vocabulary, and sentence patterns as a
primary technique for students to acquire skill in a new language.
Cultural immersion within the classroom and proficiency-based

loyce.K sunoda Chamellor ior Commumty Colleges and Senior Vice President
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education which provided realistic experiences have also been popular
instructional strategies. More recently, the application of educational
technology to language learning has stimulated great enthusiasm.
Many other innovative techniques have been successfully employed
in language instruction.

Like any other skill, however, a foreign language is most easily
acquired when the student has a vital interest and need to acquire the
skill. Students are strongly motivated when proficiency in another
language is relevant to their everyday experiences. This is best demon-
strated by the apparent case with which children assimilate languages
becau of their earnest interest in interacting with the world around
them. Those who have had the opportunity to live in other countries
also find themselves integrating new words, phrases, and sentences
much more easily than in the classroom because ofconstant exposure
to tle language and to the culture.

An across-the-curriculum approach attempts to provide a natural
environment which stimulates interest in learning a foreign language
by providing opportunities to use the language and encouraging an
understanding of the social, historic.,1md cultural context of the
country of origin. The across-the-curriculum approach is a strategy
to stimulate on campus the cm iromm.nt a student would normally
encounter in a study abroad program. This approach enhances class-
room instruction and provides the foundation for advance language
study and study abroad experiences.

;aterdisciplinary programs have been successfully established on
many campuses. Kalama-400 Community College, MI is among the
leaders in this area, offering both an Associate in Arts degree and
a certificate in international education which incorporate language
learning.

In contrast to an interdisciplinary approach, however, the across-
the-curriculum strategy extends past traditional liberal arts bound-
aries to vocational education, providing vital linkages to the humanit-
ies and sciences for technical students who must be equally prepared
for a new international environment.

In looking for models to improve foreign la nguage instruction in the
community colleges, we need to remember that despite the intrinsic
intellectual value of learning other languages, the ultimate goal of
foreign language instruction is to facilitate communication and under-
standing. Foreign language instruction is an aN enuc toward greater
appreciation for human culture (the purview of the humanities), but
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it is also a vehicle to develop global perspectives and to promote the
economic and social advancement of the individual. As the AACC
Commission on the Future of Community Colleges points out, "In
the century ahead, parochialism is not an option."' Language learning
today must be viewed in the broader context of international studies
and economic development. This paper describes ways to integrate
foreign languages across-the-Lurric,.!nm, particularly in the humanit-
ies, based on the successful experiences of sev era! community colleges
in Hawaii.

SETTING THE STAGE

International studies, including language instruction, is an integra;
part of the University of Hawaii (UH) Community Colleges' curricu-
lum in support of the state'., commitment to a leadership role in the
Asia-Pacific region. The community college system's commitment to
internationalizing education is reflected in several planning docu-
ments.

The overriding goal is to provide a curriculum that is relevant for
students living in multicultural international environment through
diverse foreign language offerings, exchange opportunities for staff
and students, vocational training opportunities for foreign students,
leadership in consortia pro invi ng international education, and
exporting and sharing the teaching and n ailung expertise of UH
Community Colleges' faculty and staff across the Pacific and Asia.

KAPIOLANI ASIA-PACIFIC PROGRAM EMPHASES (KAPE)

In 1986, Kapiolani Community College, one of seven campuses in
the Univ ersity of Hawaii Community College system, identified four
across-the-curriculum themesvv riting, critical thinking, computing,
and Asian-Pacific. The Asian-Pacific program was largely inspired by
faculty who saw the importance of providing a curriculum focus on
international education with a strong foreign language program at its
core.

'Commission on tlit. Future ut Community Colleges. Bur/ dm ComnuiluM. A
I won /Or a Ntw, Centurj. Washington, 1).C.: Ainerk.an Assuoatiun of Community
Colleges, 1988, p. 32.
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The college developed a strategic plan providing fol "grassroots
empowerment," rhat is, the locus of control was placed with faculty
and staff who would be responsible for implementing the programs.
Two week-long institutes in Summer, 1987 gave faculty and staff
the opportunity to deYclop proposals :o infuse the four themes into
existing courses and new courses. The campus administrators
assumed the role of program "angels" who garnered the necessary
resources to implement the faculty's visions.

The humanities department played a leadership role in developing
the Asian-Pacific across-the-curriculum program from its inception.
The humanities ,*partment provided one of the two Asian-Pacific
program coordinators (the other came from the social sciences depart-
ment), who were gig en release time. The humanities department also
played an important role in designii.g certificate programs for liberal
arts students during the second summer institute and, further, pro-

ided an instructor to function as director of an international food
fair and festival that has become a Nital part of internationalizing the
campus.

IT STARTS WITH LANGUAGE ARTS

Kapiolani's Asia-Pacific Program Emphases (KAPE) is rooted in a
strong language arts department offering nine Asian-Pacific lan-
guages, some of which may be considered as the "lesser taught"
languages, i.e., Samoan, Tagalog, and Mandarin. The college cur-
rently offers two years of instruction in all nine languages, with more
than 25 percent of the student population enrolled in these courses.

Two distinct forces stimulated expansion of the diversity of foreign
language offerings. In 1989, the University of Hawaii at Manoa added
a second year of foreign language study to its requirements for the
baccalaureate degree. Also, as KAPE, gained momentum, funds from
Title VI and the community college chancellor's office enabled Kapio-
lani to support a wider range of Asian and Pacific languages. First
year courses in Mandarin, Chinese, Samoan, and Tagalog were added
to a curriculum which already had strong offerings in Japanese,
Hawaiian, Spanish, and French. First semester courses in Korean and
Russian were added respectively in Fall, 1989 and Fall, 1990.

The humanities faculty worked closely to ensure a goo, representa-
tion of global languages such as Mandarin and Russian, and local
languages with limited usage, such as Samoan and Tagalog. Prowl,
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and Spanish were included as Asian-Pacific languages because of

the continuing influence of French in New Caledonia and French

Polynesia, and of Spanish in the Philippines and the Mariana Islands,

LANGUAGE INFUSION

A primary assumption in the Asian-Pacific across- the -curriculum

program is that courses in related humanities, natural and social

science disciplines, as well as vocational fields, should complement

the foreign language program and vice versa. Therefore, new courses

were introduced into the curriculum to specifically address this

assumption.
Foreign language instruction is based on proficiency-based peda-

gogy, which presents realistic situations the student may encounter,

such as ordering food in a restaurant. In addition to courses targeted

for baccalaureate transfer, the language arts department developed

industry-oriented courses to meet the practical needs of vocational

education students and the local community. Basic conversational

courses such as Japanese for the Visitor Industry, Mandarin, and

Hawaiian provide
proficiency in common expressions and "cultural

cues" in everyday situations. Learning a simple phrase such Ps

101Ve TS//110110
addresses the /MCC Foreign language tilueatton Roundtable.

Also pi wired:John thden000dand Iltzabetb Ire/ /es, Program Officer, Nattowl

tin/memoir' /or the Ilumantiles.
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"Doozo" (This way, please) in a basic Japanese class enabled a local
security guard to save a group of 50 Japanese visitors during a hotel
fire. A by product of K APE has been the strengthening of the English as
a Second Language (ESL) program by allowing non-English speaking
students to tutor other students. The business education program
actively encourages students to take advantage of the basic conversa-
tional courses. The sales and marketing division has recently devel-
oped a new Lourse on international marketing, which demonstrates
the role of cultural dynamics in foreign markets, as well as business
customs and practices. Students in this Lourse are encouraged to take
higher In el Asian Pacific language courses to better appreciate the
cultural environment in which they will be doing business.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE HUMANITIES

Beyond the development of new course~, language study has been
incorporated into a wide variety of existing humanities, social sci-
ences, and science courses. An excellent example of how the integra-
tion of language can enhance learning in the humanities is an Asian
philosophy course which explicitly links language with culture. The
Lourse incorporates foreign terms as well as short excerpts from the
works of foreign authors to demonstrate how cultural philosophies
are reflected in language. For example, students are shown how the
frequent absence of the personal pronoun in the Japanese language
reflects Japan's predominant philosophies v<hich diminish individual
importance. In contrast, the first person in English is emphasized by
capitalization and frequent placement at the beginning of a phrase.

Flow words arc IN ritten is frequently as important as their meaning.
A unit on Chinese philosophies concludes with a brief simulation of
how calligraphy i, learned in China and Japan. The students begin
by cleaning the room and its surroundings arid by vetting bamboo to
fashion elementary brushes. They are then taught how to sit, breathe,
and prepare mentally, as well as how to prepare the ink. When all is
readied, with the teacher's hand as a guide and with intense concentra-
tion on what is to be written, the student executes a character in one
breath. The exercise can be used to show, among other things, how
Taoist spontaneity and Con fuLian discipline may 1-ie complementary
in practice although conceptually contradictory.

Kapiolani students may also take a two-semester sequence of Asian
history courses. In these Louses, numerous examples of the historical
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and cultural role of language in the evolution of Asian civilizations
are discussed. Until English became a powerful tool in British attempts
to colonize and unify the region, linguistic diversity contributed to the
fragmentation of South Asia for centuries. Indian languages strongly
influenced Southeast Asian writing systems. In East Asia, the Chinese
writing system played a unifying role in the cultural and intellectual
traditions of China, Korea, and Japan, despite the significant differ-

ences which merged in the spoken languages of these three cultures.
Through the Sanskrit and Pali texts, languages have al:o been a
unifying factor in Budd n across many Asian cultures.

In the social science department, anthropology courses explore the
evolution of the human brain and the capa_ay for language. Cultural
Anthropology investigates the relationship between language and per-
ception in the cultures of India, Thailand, Indonesia, Samoa, ancient
Hawaii, and New Zealand. Nursing students who are required to
take this course are sensitized to cultural differences in both verbal and
non-verbal communication. Pacific Islands Peoples explores issues of
European colonizing and language loss and bilingual/bicultural issues
in contemporary Pacific Islands education, particularly as they related
to accelerating patterns of out-migration. Other social sciences
courses, such as political science, American studies, and geography,
arc infused with substantial Asian-Pacific content.

In the natural sciences, ethnobotany introduces students to the
scientific and indigenous names of Asian and Pacific plants, and their
cultural significance. Botanical evidence of plant origins in Asia sup-
ports Austronesian linguistic evidence for the human settlement of
the Pacific Islands. Hawaiian botany and zoology courses also convey
both the scientific and indigenous names of flora and fauna, and their
use in Hawaii's broader cultural context.

All of these activities encourage an appreciation for other languages
and cultures. Students also learn foreign terminology for specific

fields.

STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES

Interdisciplinary programs have been introduced on various scales
at the other Hawaii community colleges. Each campus has a strong
relationship with a sister school in Japan or another country, offering
field experiences and humanities and language instruction.. Leeward
Community College on the island of Oahu offered a three-week

GO
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intensive study tour of Japan in 1986. In the late 1980s, Leeward
added a series of three-credit courses on Japanese culture taught by
visiting Beppu University professors to its summer school curriculum.
Beppu University (whose president is a noted artist in Japan) is a
private four-year campus with a strong humanities program. The first
two courses in this series NA, ere Japanese Culture from the Perspective
of the Japanese Farmer, and Modern Japanese Literature. A third
course on Japanese calligraphy was well-received by both on-campus
students and the community. All of the courses were taught through
local translators. The series continues to be offered in odd numbered
years.

Windward Community College has a sister college relationship
with Kagaw a College in Japan. This relationship provides for recipro-
cal student exchanges each year, and as part of the Summer, 1991
program, Kagawa and Windward faculty artists exchanged their
respective art work for public exhibitions in Japan and in Hawaii, It
was the first Japan-U.S. art exhibit exchange involving a two-year
college.

Seven Kapiolani students studied Chinese language and literature
at dn. (,antral Institute of Nationalities, Beijing, lead by a Kapiolani
instructor of Mandarin during Summer, 1991.

CREATING A CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT

Ka piolani's administration, sta ftii id faculty have also enthusiasti-
cally promoted aLtiL itics that enLourage linguistic and cultural expres-
sion. These milude ethnic clubs such as the Pacific. Asian Student
AssoLaationmd Korean, Japan& rhinesi, Filipino American, and
Samoan clubs and a campus kiwi,. series whiLli has featured a noted
Confucianist scholar, experts Ull East Asian kanji (script) and South
Asian dowry, ind specialists on 1 1.mailan chant and Polynesian
oratory.

Fait spring the Lampus sponsors an inter festn al, featuring
ithnit. foods, IcLturers, forums, cultural pciformancesmd Asian-
PaLifiL films, all of which stmiulatc thematic, discussions. The festivals
are organized around such themes as "Life Fories: Fast. and Wrst."
The thanes provide the KAPF Lommittee with a broad interprime
framework for the halusion of many diverse multicultural a unities.
Over the years, students have, been able to observe a Salm, in .lava
Li, emoily performed in the high chiefly language, diverse forms of
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Hawaiian, Muslim and Buddhist chant, East and Southeast Asian

dance performances with songs in indigenous languages, and Samoan,

Marshallese, Pohnpeian, and Chuukese choral performances, also in

indigenous languages. The performances are usually held in the cam-

pus cafeteria where students experience the cuisine of the culture

represen ted.
An international student conference provides students with a forum

to explore and express meaningful concepts from Asian and Pacific

languages. Last year, award-winning papers explored the Chinese

concepts of conflict and spiritual growth, and the south Asian notions

of life cycle and spiritual growth. In previous years, students have

discussed Polynesian concepts of mana and tabu and Confucianist

notions of the role of the individual in society.

Faculty and students are further exposed to Asian-Pacific and inter-

national language and culture at the annual Hawaii International

Film Festival. These films showcase the talents of indigenous Asian

and Pacific region filmmakers. One final strategy needs to be men-

tioned in creating a campus environment conducive to foreign lan-

guage learning. Many Ka piola ni administrators and faculty spend

their summer months and sabbatical leaves in Asia and the Pacific

region. When they return to the campus, they often have students in

their classrooms with linguistic and cultural ties to the regions they

visited. Frequently one can hear faculty greet students in their native

languages and then discuss contemporary events in their homelands.

Similarly, after students return from a visit home, they update the

faculty member on current developments. These interpersonal interac-

tions leave powerful impressions on both the faculty and the student,

impressing each with the compelling power of language as a vehicle

for friendship and collegiality.

THE PROCESS

As mentioned earlier, administrative support has been very strong.

However, the faculty has been responsible for program development

and control from the outset.
Like many community colleges, Kapiolani's campus-based system

of tenure and promotion facilitates cross-curricula cooperation.

Unlike the department-driven reward system common to many uni-

versities, Kapiolani's faculty can venture across departmental lines

without fear of neglecting the locus of the reward system. Kapiolani's
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success is partly due to the administration's taking advantage of the
interdisciplinary reward system, trusting the faculty's ability to work
cooperatively in an across-the-curriculum effort and to be responsible
for KAPE.

Administrative support and faculty direction were both key factors
in the two summer institutes held in 1987 and 1988. At these insti-
tutes, faculty members from both liberal arts and vocational areas
met to discuss how they Lould infuse Asian Pacific cultures and lan-
guages into their courses. Each participant submitted a proposal for
a project to be implemLrted the following semester. Among the pro-
posed project titles were "My th and Meditation in Asian and Western
Religions," "Music Cultures of Asia and the Pacific," "Asian and
Pacific Marketing," and " :ultural Factors in Health Care."

The summer institutes did more than change the curriculum. From
these institutes faculty members developed a profound respect for the
Asian and Pacific instructional experose on La mpus. This is reflected
in the more than 50 faculty members on campus who are involved in
KAPE. New faculty with Asian-Pacific expertise enter a teaching
environment whiLh encourages further scholarly der elopment and
provides fresh intellectual energy to the program.

One result is increasing curricular coherence. With the creation of
new foreign language courses, new Lotuses dediLated to Asia and the
Pacific, and ongoing curricular infusion, Kapiolani has international
courses in all four liberal arts departments. Students are able to enter
an Asian and Pacific track leading to an Associate in Arts degree, and
transfer credits to Hawaiian, Asian, or Pacific Studies, and other
departments at the four-year campus. Students in business, nursing
and allied health, food service and hotel operations not only have a
wide range of Asian and Pacific courses supporting their general
eduLation, but a wide range of specifiLally deigned courses enhancing
their understanding of Asia, the Pacific, and Hawaii.

CONCLUSION

Development of parallel activities across-the-curriculum and
across-the-campus can reinforLe and energize the language instruction
program at community colleges. The perception of language as a
"window" to cross-cultural a ppreLiation as well as a communications
tool can be encouraged to support language learning. Co-curricular
activities also reinforLe curriLular offerings and classroom instruction.

tJ
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BETTE G. HIRSCH AND CHANTAL P. THOMPSON

Proficiency Goals and the
Teaching of Literature in the
Foreign Language Classroom

SOME DAM THE BEGINNINGS Oi MIL PROI MOVLMCNI To 9"9,

when the report of the President's Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies described Ameiicans' foreign language
incompetence as "nothing short of scandalous." The Commission
recommended that national attention be focused on the development
of the foreign language proficiency of U.S. students.

The United States government, long concerned with producing
students at its many language schools who could use language, not
just analyze it, had already created a scale for measuring the language
proficiency of allfrom the beginner to the equivalent of the well-
educated native speaker. The scale measured proficiency in four skill

areas: reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Tests existed for each
area, most notably an oral proficiency test to measure speaking ability.

In the early 1980's, the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL), in conjunction with the Educational
Testing Service (ETS), adapted this government model to suit the
needs of academic programs. The following chart (p. 62) of Assess-
ment Criteria: Speaking Proficiency introduces elements of the ACTFL

scale.
In 1982, a small group of language instructors began introducing

colleagues to the ACTFL proficiency scale, the techniques of oral
proficiency testing, and their applications to the classroom. Since
then, many instructors have changed the Nuys and means by which
they teach languages, new proficiency-based textbooks have been
created, and an excellent proficiency based mc:hods book, Teachthg

Bette G. Ibrsch rs Merszon Chair (JO ore: n ansuago and ( ommunkanons at
Cabrillo College, CA.

Chantal P. Thompson /..c a I et Curer in 1 rem b at Brrgbam }imng linnwsity.
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: SPEAKING PROFICIENCY

GLOBAL

TASKS/FUNCTIONS CoNTExT CONTEXT ACCURACY TEXT TYPE

Superior
Can discuss
extensively by
supporting
opinions,
abstracting and
hypothesizing

Advanced
Can describe and
narrate in major
time/aspect frames

Intermediate
Can maintain
simple face-to-face
conversation by
asking and
responding to
simple questions

Novice
Can produce only
formulaic
utterances, lists
and enumerations

Most formal and
informal settings

Most informal and
some formal settings

Some informal
settings and a limited
number of
tra nsactiona I
situations

Highly predictable
daily settings

Wide range of
general interest topics
and some special
fields of interest and
expertise; concrete,
abstract and
unfamiliar topics

Concrete and factual
topics of personal
and public interest

Topics related
primarily to self and
immediate
environment

Common discrete
elements of daily life

Errors virtually never
interfere with
communication or
disturb the native
speaker

Can be understood
without difficulty and
speakers
unaccustomed to
non-native speakers

Can be understood,
with some repetition,
by speakers
accustomed to non-
native speakers

May be difficult to
understand, even for phrases
those accustomed to
non-native speakers

Extended discourse

Paragraph discourse

Discrete sentences
and strings of
sentences

Discrete words and

Reprinted with permission, American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTH.).
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Language In Context, has been written by Alice Omaggio. Hundreds
of two-year college instructors ( )s well as those at universities and in

high schools) have attended familiarization workshops to introduce
them to proficiency principles, and a significant number of two-year
institutions have shifted the emphasis of their programs toward profi-

ciency.
This paper will examine major characteristics of proficiency-ori-

ented foreign language classes as they exist currently at two-year
colleges. It will further explore the role of literature in these classes:

how the principles of the proficiency-oriented classroom can make
fine literature accessible to the intermediate-level student, and how
the reading of this literature can then lead to the development of
speaking and writing proficiency. Our emphasis here is how literature

can be part of the intermediate foreign language curriculum, but we
feel strongly that literature can and should be introduced to students
during their first year of language study.

THE PROFICIENCY-ORIENTED CLASSROOM

Proficiency-oriented classes do not have book chapters and struc-

tural points to be "covered" as objectives, but rather, they stress what
students can do with language. Indeed, as Donald Rice states, "The
fundamental notion of the proficiency movement is that of doing, the

idea that it is what we want students to be able to do that should
determine what they need to know." (p. 13) In some cases, profi-

ciency-oriented classes represent individual efforts, and in others,
language departments have made this commitment.

These classes look at each of the four skills (reading, writing,
listening, speaking) separately, knowing that students are likely to
develop proficiency in each skill with varied rapidity. For example, a
second-year college student is likely to have higher listening and
reading proficiency titan speaking and writingproficiency. Instructors

in proficiency-oriented classes choose materials and activities that will
specifically strengthen the current proficiency of students and help
them move on to the next level.

Instructors with a proficiency orientation often identify and work
with four proficiency levels for each skill: Novice, Intermediate,
Advanced, and Superior. These terms, from the ACTFL scale (see the

preceding chart on Asses.:ment Criteria). detail what tasks students

6 7
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can accomplish with language, in what contexts, and with what
accuracy. Learner proficiency progresses through the following levels:

NoPice: Students function using isolated words, such as found in lists

and charts. They often speak and write in sentence fragments, recycling

textbook material and adding words in English. Most student skills in

the first year course are at this level.

intermediate: Students function by creating sentences, putting together

what they have learned in a new way to talk about themselves and

others. They ask and answer questions and can navigate through every-

day situations. Most students in proficiency- oriented classes can attain

this level in their skills during their second year of study.

ildpanced: Students are able to speak and write in paragraphs. They

can narrate and describe in past, present and future times and generally

talk about the world. They can handle complicated situations and make

themselves understood by any native speaker. Although reading and
listening profiLiency may be at this level by the end of the second year

of foreign language study, studies have shown that it is only at the end

of four years of study that most students can speak and write at this

level.

Superior: Students function using extended discourse. They are fully
professional and can talk about ideas and the abstract realm. Their

errors rarely disturb the native speaker. Students usually reach this level

during graduate studies and after an extended period of time living and

studying in a country where the language is spoken.

Proficiency-oriented classes use authentic materials that present real

language in real contexts. Literature can be perfect for this. It asks
important questions. It can complement other authentic materials
(timetables, menus, advertisements, magazine and newspaper articles)

to increase students' comprehension of the culture being studied. It is

very different from the passages created for textbooks! These pas-

sages, unfortunately, often sound like, to paraphrase lonesco in The
Bald Soprano as he mocks typical textbook language, "Today is

Tuesday. It comes before Wednesday and after Monday!"
Proficiency-oriented classes are not run by any one method, but

select presen-tati on/practice strategies that involve students in mean-

ingful practice and help them stretch up to the next higher proficiency

level in each skill. This real-life practice can lead to skills integration
(improvement across the skills). Some techniques of practice include:
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Real language that is used in conteiit and to perform real func-
tions.

Many paired and small-group activitiesperfect for sharing
reader reaction.

Topics and functions that are recycled to allow development.
Personalization of material.
Activities that have a purposean information gap to be closed.

One goal of this type of proficiency-oriented class is to develop
students' reading skills. The question for us is "How does literature
fit in?" Our aim is to show how the techniques mentioned above,
when used in the proficiency-based "class," can make it possible for
the intermediate student to read literature. If we wait for the student
to be truly advanced before introducing literature, in a third year
language course for example, we have lost at least 90% of all students.
This is not acceptable.

PREPARATION FOR READING LITERATURE

Whatever level of difficulty, proper pre-reading preparation can
yield access for intermediate students. As stated by Joanne Collie and
Stephen Slater in Literature in the Language Classroom, these pre-
reading ar vities can convince students "that the task ahead is not
an impos ibie one." (p. 16) They will succeed, and as C.J. Brumfit
and R.A. Carter in Literature and Language Teaching suggest, we
Lan, perhaps, prevent students from disliking a text because, it contains
some literary convention that they do not understand or very difficult
language. (p. 23) They also add that we are "socializing students into
a community of serious readers." (p. 31)

What kind of activities are useful? We have selected sixone per
century or period of timeas examples. The passages, presented on
the following pages, are in French, but our focus here is on the pre-
reading or preparation work, which is in English. These pages are
extracted from Moments Lim-wires, an intermediate-level college text
by Hirsch and Thompson.

Activity 1Middle Ages: Charles d'Orleans, "Le Printemps"
(Personification)

Activity 2-16th Century: Montaigne, De (Skim for the
main idea)
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Activity 3-17th Century: Moliere, L'Ecole des Femmes
(Brainstorming)

Activity 4-18th Century: NIontesquieu, Lettres Persanes (Point
of view)

Activity 5-19th Century: George Sand, Francois le champ/
(Skin) for character traits)

Activity 6-20th Century: Marguerite Duras, La Nide d'ete
(Characterization)

In will activity, you will see that the pre-reading serves to engage
students actively in the reading process. The demanded task necessi-
tates the production of words and of lists, not paragraphs or extended
discourse, as has been the case in the past in many non.-proficierh.y-
oriented textbooks. These short responses are within the capability
of intermediate-level students who can often read at a much more
sophisticated level than they can write or speak. They must extract
meaning from the knovv n and unknown words in order to be able to
accomplish the task within the given time frame. This fast read
through, or other preparation, often helps avoid the futile dictionary
search to translate every word that defeats so many readers. The six
activities we have selected as examples are on pages 68-79.

EXPLORING THL CREATIVE DIMENSION OF LANGUAGE

1HROUGH LITERATURE

Whether we use it to teach language, culture, or literature in its
uvvn right, literature's beauty is that it pros ides authentic texts that
engage the reader beyond sheer comprehension.

On the linguistic side, "Literature provides a rich context in which
indiv dual lexical or syntactical items are made more memorable

. Literary language is sometimes elaborate, sometimes marvelously
simple yet, somehow, absolutely 'right' . . Figurative language [casts]
new light on familiar sensations and 'opens] up new dimensions c-
perception in a way that can be exhilarating but also startling and
even unsettling." If the texts are well chosen and made accessible
through proper pre-reading, students can "begin to appreciate the
richness and variety of the language they are trying to master" and
they an bewme more creative and adventurous themselves in the
language. (Collie and Slater, p. 5)
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As Peter Schofer points our in his excellent article, "Literature and

Communicative
Competence,"

that literary
devices such as meta-

phors, comparisons and metonymies, which actually "permeate every

part of our lives," give a new dimension to
language, even a foreign

language. "Through intimate contact with the authentic text as a

model,... students learn how different types f language actually

function."
Thus, "It can be said not only that literature is in the land

of language, but that the literary is an integral part of our world of

language instruction." (1.7_, Annals, pp. 332-3)

In Moments Litterabvs, students learn to identify a nd appreciate

various literary devices. One example mentioned earlier is personifi-

cation. In the pre-reading for "Le Prinremps" by Charles d'Orleans,

students are asked to focus on personification.
In the post-reading,

they are asked to react to those personifications
and create some of

their own:

"Quel est l'effet de la personnification
du temps sur vous en rant que

let r/lectrice? Quelles autres
personmfications vous

vicnnent A !'esprit

quand vous pensez au temps et aux saisons?"

("How does the personification
of time affect you as a reader? What

other personifications come to your mind as you think about time and

seasons?"I

With famous authors as models, students create their own similes,

metaphors, symbols, antitheses and personifications;
involved in the

creative process, they forget their inhibitions and truly "create with

the language." By exploring the creatipe dimension of language, stu-

dents come dramatically
closer to making the foreign language their

own. The following activity serves as an illustration.

Consider a third semester French class during the first week of

school. The function being
worked on is dc cription of self and others

in the present.
Adjectives are needed to perform this function. While

working on adjectives, the teacher introduces
"Rouge," a song by

contemporary
French singer and poet Michel Sardou, about an adjec-

tive and all the comparisons that this adjective evokes:

"Rouge, comme un soleil couchant de Mediterranee

Rouge, comme les joues d'un enfant
quand ii a trop joue

Rouge, comme la pomme qui to donne le parfum du peche

Rouge, comme le feu d'un
volcan qui va se reyeiller"

1.)
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ACTIVITY 1: Middle Ages

4 "Le Prtntemps," by Charles d'Orleans

PREPARATION

A. Etude de mots

Though old French spelling (le vieux francais) differs from modern
French, many changes are readily recognizable. An s between a vowel
and a consonant, for example, is often dropped in modern French
and replaced by a circumflex over the vowel, as in hospital/hopital,
or vestirivetir (habiller). The letter y in old French has often become
an i, as in pluyc /pluie. Letters have been added in some cases, and
deleted in others.

See if you can deduce the modern French equialents for the words
below that appear in the poem. If all else fails, you may find it helpful
to pronounce troublesome words aloud.

la issie s'abille beste
cler souleil chascun

B. La Personnification

oyseau

You will at times be able to identify in a poem an image around
which the poem is constructed, such as le temps in this rondeau. The
treatment of le temps as a person is called personnification, a literary
device you will often encounter.

As you read th poem a first time, list the verbs and nouns that
personify le temps.



LE PHINTEMPS

Le temps a laisme son manteau

De N em, de fro:duce et de pluye,

Et s'esc vestu de ()roue, to

ndell luyant,° clec et beau.

a beste tie° 0% sal;

Qu'Ln on lalgon ne mte nll (Ate:

I e lenlps a lar,ste son maltreat!

De vent, de froldure er de pluye.

R!%
fontame Cr rtusseau°

Portent en Itvree° lobe

Gouttes° d'argenr d'orfarene
Chase= s'abille de nouveau.

Le temps a lats4 son manteau
De vent, de froidure er de pluye,

Et s'esr vestu de ()rodent:

he smiled luyant, der et beau.

LIO,t , Int

11

roore riviere

casturre

hops tray aifltes per
un artisan

Rondedu 11, 15° skele

7
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ACTIVITY 2: 16th Century

4 "De l'amitie, " by Montaigne

PREPARATION

An essay is a short composition on a single subject, usually presenting
the personal views of the author. As you read for tli first time the
passage that follows, note in the margins of your book the main idea
of each paragraph of the essay. During subsequent readings, and in
the comprehension \A, ork after the reading, you will be able to look
hack at these initial notes and examine more closely how Montaigne
manages to present his ideas about friendship.
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+ DV, 1.-AMITII.

Ce que nous a ppelons ordinairement anus et amities,
to ne stint qu'accointances et tamiliarita nouees° par (ounces

quelque occasion oil commodit6, par le moyen de restent milt
laquelle nos :Imes s'entretiennent.e Fn l ainlnc dont
fe park, elles se inMent Cr SC C013tOndC11( rune en se and

l'autre. d'un melange si universe! qu'eiics effacene et Wend tout tli,para;-

ne rctroment plus la coutine' qui its a looms. Si on

me pi esse de dire pourquoi is Vannais je stns que

cola ne peut s'exprimer qukn repondant: -Parce clue

hi Celan- Iui, parce que C'Etait MOIN>.
a, au dela° de tout cc que je pills' en dire, je ne en supplai. nt / peas

saes quelle force inexplicable et fatale, inediatrice° de Ala ks

Celt(' union. Nous noun ellad110111CaVant de nous etre

us, rapproches° par des rapports que nous entendi-

ons 1.1111 tie l'autre, et aussi, je crois, par quelque
donnance du clef.° Nous mill,. eITIIV.15,,Ion,.` pal OrdOnnail.t 401Drit,

1)11, , 11111$

111 1`, ;Wily,: Cr a notre premiere encontte, hit par
h isard cn Lint grande tae et tompagnie de nous

nous trim pris, s1 fattisus, Si IiCs cum: iiotis, .00til

que in des tors lie nou% tot si proche 1/4.,ue run
l'autit

mette pas en cc rang ci. aurres a1111111.',

1.0111 111 11 t,' Cell al .1111.11)1 dC e011 11.1 11,1,1 Ihe 1.111.1111

in I 1'. ne COnSedle pas qu'on conttinde leurs

I es .11111es amities, dans lesquelles Il taut
slat chel 11 CC prudent e et precaution, se nourrissent silkitent

do 5e1 it es 1 Cadll's t't dr blelltairs: \1a is en te noble fast,,. to nobit fa

commerte,- Plitt ion de tees amis eta nt Nentablement II."' '1111"1

partan;. ells true perdre le sentiment de tell
io de\ oils. et chasser d'entie eu et,' mots de division et

tic ditterence: .bienfa it, obligation, reionnaissance,' mt.!,
u:r, reinerelement-, et !curs parcels.
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ACTIVITY 3: 17th Century

"L'Ecole des femmes," by Moliere

PREPARATION

Reading in a foreign language involves confronting both the known
and the unknown. Brainstroming about possible directions in which
a topic may develop prior to reading a passage about that topic can
often help.

In the scenes you will read from Moliere's PEcole des femmes, the
discussion is about marriage and the ideal wife. Before you read these
lines, your class will divide into three groups. One group will generate
(in French if possible) a list of characteristics of the ideal wife that a
traditional and very conservative man might propose. The second
group will create a similar list for the wife of the "liberated male" of
the 1990s. The third group will list what kind of woman a reasonable,
"average" man might choose today. One member from each group
will write the group's list on the board or on an overhead transparency
and the class as a whole will compare the three lists. Then as you
begin your first reading of the passage from L'Ecole des femmes, think
about the characteristics of the ideal wife Moliere chose to list in the
play.
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4- L'ECOLE DES FEMMES

ACTT 111, SCENE II

ARNO! NH% AGNI,S

ARNOLPHE 4/. <O: Agnes, pour m'ecouter. laisse/

la cotre ouvrage.' tra ail

Levcz un pen la tote et tournez Ic visage:
La. regardemot Li durant cet entretien,' tn, 0,nwsmon

Et jusqu'au moindre° loot imp itnez-k-vous° bicn. r It,, is. tit '11111311-

5 Je sous epouse, Agnes; et cent Lois la journee
111CI .. COUICL Ic

Vous devez benie l'heur de votre destinee,` /.. imot apparentei

Conternpler la bassesse' oa volts me/ i:te. nr.I. It

Et dans le mettle temps admirer ma boim.
Qui de ce vil° etas de pauvre %illageol.e -bn,a

ii; Vous fait monter an rang° (111(010141Nc bum gi oIM. .111. . J. 1,1 ll,f1d111011

NO,.
Et want- de la conch et des embrassemems

.a!t 10011".. IV-
ntkier au In i Wu'

1)'W1 homme qui tuvan° tons ces ercauen mu. is Ace

Et dint .1 %ingt part's,' fort Lapalsks do plan c. personnes i math r

Le coeur a refuse Ehonnem (111'11 was %cot tam

!-*.: Vous des ez toujours, dis-je. a% otr levant ICS ytu
1 e pen qu sous ettei sans i.e 10,eut.4° glorieux, marine

AIM quc cet objet° d'autant 'moo \ VOW. ITY.I Wt. ice: Ewe kite
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ACTIVITY 4: 18th Century

"Lettres persanes," by Montesquieu

PREPARATION

The Lettrespersdnes is actually a nok el in the form of letters in which
two Persians trak cling in France, Rica and Usbek, write home and to
one another, Lommenting on what they see and contrasting life in
Frame w ith the Lustorns in their natik e land. They also receive letters
from home, keeping them informed about their affairs and reacting
to the information in their letters.

When you read a passage, either fiction or nonfiction, in which the
narrator's point of 1, iew may color the telling of a story, you as reader
w ill want to place in perspective what is said. And in a subsequent
reading you may 11, ant to question how the specific point of view has
influenced the narrator's way of conveying certain details.

Clearly, the point of view of Rica and Usbek, as foreigners, shapes
the manner in w Ilia they interpret what might seem very ordinary to
a Frendiman of the time. This shift in 1. iewpoint allows Montesquieu
to examine the customs of his Lountry men with a critical eye. As you
read each letter a first time, list a few habits or characteristics of
the French that strike the visitors as bizarre. Compare notes with
classmates and be ready to draw upon your lists for postreading work.

l0
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LETTRES PERSANES

LETTRE 24. RICA A IBBEN

Nous sommes a Paris depuis no mots, et nous a vims
toujours etc dans on won vement continue!. II taut
bier des atfaires avant qu'on suit loge, (Won .tit
trouve les Bens qui on est adressi!, et qu'on se suet
pourvu des° chosen n'ecessaires, qui manquent tomes
a la fois.

Paris est aussi grand qu'Ispahan:` les ;liaisons
soot si haloes qu'on jurerait qu'elles ne sont ha tutees
que par des astrologues. "rti loges hien qu'une vine

to bane cm Pair. qui a six ou rcpt maisons les tines stir
ICS allures. est exit innement peuplee; et que. quand
tout le monde est deseendo dans la tie, 11 s'y Lao tin
bel embarras."

To ne le cronais pas petit-etre: deptus tin 111015 quo
i5 je SIMS id, je al encore t, Inartoher rcr.01111e. II n't

a point de gen. au mantle qui ti em mien :carol de
leur machine` que les. I ancais: ils con: ent. (tient,
les voitures lentos d' \sic. It pas regle de nos cha-
mcaux,' les ttratent tombel en .5 mope. Plan nun.
qui ne Sills point tau .1 cc train. et qui 5at5 soot tar

pied sans changer d remage quelquehm,
comme tin chretien: car emote passe' q11.011 in'ecla-
bousse` depots les pied. lusqu'a la tote; mai,' )C nr Nil,
pardonner les coups de «Aide que to itcots reguhe

2i Molt et pet 1°d:tot:mem. Uii hotme ton scent aprt
nun et qui me passe Int tau ta 1 c tin tle1111 1011.: et Ur
111tre qui me croise de Palate cote Ole 71..111..1 Soudan,
ou le premier :n'a5 an jris: cot lc n'al pas I lit ,tat pas.
que je suis plus 'vise' que si ratans fait tug 'cues.`

30 NC cross pas quo lc pause, quilt a present, to park.;
a tond° des moeurs" et des coutumes europeennes: It
n'en ai 11101 -meme qu'une legere et je cu
peme que le temps de ill'etonner.

Le rot de France est le phis puissant ponce dl
is Phirope. II n'a point de minas d'or unnine le to

spagne son Soisn1. mats 11 a plus de tit hesses tam
Itn, parse qu'd It. tilt' tic la %anac tic sc. stiicic. plus
incpuisaltle guo les noties. On lin a S u tnntpiendre
on sontem; de ,.:,rantit s goer-Ls. n'a ant ti autres

10 land; que des holes dimity., %emit,: et. par tin
prodige de Po: gut :I Inn lam, 5(5 n °up( 5 Se ti on% .1k :

pawl's, St. 151.1,es intudt 5. (loth t guy. k

. 31( (hitt 1111 It

Of 'Ills ...trig ITS tit la
Pt rm.

,111111frt lilt III

11R111 ,151111 Ii.' is

,i11131t,

1011111,,r ,

II 11111, .1 sc r. lent
It f4uti kit

mar-slier /
40434

A/4w
If kg A.. (It Moil

stn. its
uturu s

ok

i11/tt.
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ACTIVITY 5: 19th Century

"Francois le Champi,"
by George Sand

PREPARATION

This novel by George Sand presents eleven years in the life of Francois
le Champi. "Champi" is defined by Sand as "I 'enfant a bandonne dans
les champs". We meet Madeleine Blanchet and her family and see
how their life in a small village changes once Francois arrives there.

In Chapter I of the novel, which follows, you will learn a lot about
Francois. It is often useful in a first reading to identify characteristics
of a central figure. As you read here, underline passages that give you
these details and then complete the following chart.

Traits physiques Traits de personnalite
1. I.

3. 3.
4. 4.
etc.
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FHANcOIS LE CILANIPI [extrait]

Un mane que Nladeleme Blancher, Ia Jenne meuniere
du Corniouer, s'en Allan au bout de hoe pie pour
laver a la tontaine, elk trouva un petit enfant assts
&vain ha planchette, et nitiant aveL Ia paille qui sett

5 de coussinet aux genoux des lavandieres. Nladeleme
Blanchet. ayant asise Let enfant, lot Etonnee de ne
pas le connaitrc. car tl n'y a pas de route bien acha-
land& de p.tssants de ee cote -hi, et on n'y rencontre
que des gem de rend:oil.

to Qtti o-ttt, mon enfant? ditelle au petit garcon.
qui la regardatt Linn air de conCance, mail qui ne
part,- pas comprendre sa question. Comment t'appcl-
Ic reprit Ntadeleme Blancher en le faisant ay.etur
a cote d'elle et en s'agenouillant pour laser.
Ft ancolh. reponda l'entant.
brancins qui?
`in? du l'entant d' on air simple.
--A qui esto

le m sans pa,. allcil
I o ne sais Ns IC 110111 de t(01 pCle!

Wen at pas.
t st done mutt?

, pt tit sdlagt du
Item au t entre dc
Ia ra:tter retz.,/,

tar,/,' .frot /petit
uussm ' tenimet tot
13% cm le ?mu

Itttp101',t
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ACTIVITY 6: 20th Century

+ "La Pluie d'ete, " by Marguerile Duras

PREPARATION

Marguerite Duras, in this novel published in 1990, paints the portrait
of an unusual family that lives on the fringes of society in Vitry,
outside of Paris. Their ses en children do not mend school, yet books
and reading play an important role in their lives. As you read, under-
line the beginning of eaLh mention of this interest in books. Then
make a Lima similar to the following one noting relevant facts about
each family member's link with reading and books.

A hwthres de' On ilk' ROle des litres

le pere
la mere
Ernesto
Jeanne
les jeunes brothers

et sisters



LA PLUIE WE

Les 'lyres, k pert: les tro, s de ban.
Ilene. tl les twos au au >s. se lks,
commeotlerts, aloe les dues men sgements.

Une lots ti avait trom e La I 'led,. GeorgesPoinphioll.
Par deux fois it a' it lu CC 1111.7-N. y lsair aura des
vieilles publicatums techniques ficeleo en paquets
ores des poubelles ordinaires mais ca, sl lissan.
mere auss) :Ilan In La lie de Georges POmpadit
Cetre I 're les al alt e-laietnent pessionnts. celle-

ut tls awient rc.lh tch,e de. I

,eVe

preglew ,le Li Re
pub//i

I 96q-/`,.-4
Mrs
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("Red, like a sett.ag sun on the Mediterranean Sea
Red, like the cheeks of a child who has played too much
Red, like the apple that gives you the aroma of sin
Red, like the fire of a volcano about to wake up"(

After a listening activity to discover the model, students are asked
to choose an adjective and, in groups of two or three, create as mart
comparisons as they can in eight minutes. They love it. When the
eight minutes are up, they do not want to stop. They eak, they
write, they feel, they create in French. The excitement is complete
when the teacher "prints" their poems and distributes th1/4.ni to the
class as their first "publication" in French. Here are a few samples of
such creations by second-year students in their first week of school.

Triste

Triste, comme un Lafant perdu
Triste, comme le ciel quand it pleut
Triste, comme un vieil homme seul

dans le pare
Triste, comme le dernier baker d

son pere

Triste, comme quelqu'un qui a
perdu la vente

Nail'

Naif, comme la neige fraiche stir
les montagnes

Naif, comme le soleil du petit
matin

Nail, comme le nouveau-ne
Nail, comme tin monde sans guerre
Naif, coinme. _nous.

Sad

Sad, like a lost child
Sad, like the sky when it rains
Sad, like an old man alone in the

park
Sad, like the last kiss to one's

father
Sad, like someone who has lost the

truth.

Naive

Naive, like fresh snow on the
mountains

Naive, like the early morning sun

Naive, like the newborn child
Naive, like a world without war
Naive, like...us.

Indeed, literatureand some songs are literatureis an inspiring
model. And why is it so helpful in the language learning process?
Because it fosters personal involvement. To quote Collie and Slater
again, "Engaging imaginatively with literature enables learners to
shift the focus of their attention beyond the more mechanical aspects
of the foreign language system." (p. 5)

With literature, there is some special incentive involved: "Enjoy-
ment; suspense; a fresh insight into issues which are felt to be close
to the heart of people's concerns; the delight of encountering one's
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own thoughts or situations encapsulated vividly in a work of art; the

other, equal delight of finding those same thoughts or situations

illuminated by a totally new, unexpected light or perspective: all these

are incentives which can lead learners to overt )me enthusiastically

the linguistic obstacles that might be considerea too great in less

involving material." (Collie and Slater, pp. 6-7)
As Brumfit and Carter state in Literature and Language Teaching,

"It will be a long time before a more versatile piece of educational

technology than the paperback book is invented, and there is no more

easily available source Cor personal growth than literature." (p. 34)

This grow h, both . lguistic and personal, is not likely to occur in

the teacher-centered classroom where personal student investment is

minimal. In the student-centered, or proficiency-oriented classroom,

however, the possibilities for growth are endless.

LITERATURE AS A SPRINGBOARD FOR SPEAK! 4G ACTIVITIES

Open-ended questions

What makes a good open-ended question, especially for intermedi-

ate-level students? In terms of proficiency, the contexts and content

areas in which the intermediate-level speaker operates best are auto-

biographical or personal. Therefore, personalization is the key.

Through personalization, the abstract ceases to be abstract. Through

personalization, a transition is made between the world of ideas and

the "me" world of the intermediate-level speaker. Let us consider

some examples of seemingly difficult open-ended questions that inter-

mediate-level students can handle and love to discussbecause they

are personalized. Note that most of these open-ended question activi-

ties are conducted in small groups to maximize participation and

minimize anxiety. The examples are taken from Moments Litteraires.

Question on Montaigne's essay, "De l'amitie".

La phrase de Montaigne "parce que c'etait lui, parce que c'etait moi"

a ete reprise par de nombreux artistes, en particulier dans le monde

de la chanson. Parlez d'une experience que vous avez partagee avec

quelqu'un, "parce que c'etait lui (ou elle), parce que c'etait

(Montaigne's phrase "Because it was he, because it was I" has been

used by many artists, especially in songs. Tell about an experience that
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you have shared with someone, "because it was he/she, because it was
you."'

Question on Victor Hugo's poem, "Demain d XC47,1 s l'aube.. .":

Pour se rapprocher de sa fille, Victor Hugo se secare du monde exte-
rieur. Le souvenir, en tant que reality interieure, est-il toujours incom-
patible avec le monde exterieur? Donnez des illustrations personnelles.
Dans quelles circonstances vous arrive-t-il de ne pas faire attention au
monde exterieur? Donnez plusieurs exemples.

ITo get closer to the memory of his deceased daughter, Victor Hugo
separates himself from the outside world. Is memory, as an inside
reality, always incompatible with the outside ., orld? Give some per-
sonal illustrations. In what circumstances do you exclude or ignore the
outside world? Give several examples.'

Questions on Cyrano's famous "nose" monologue:

1. On dit que la meilleure defense est tine bonne offensive. Cyrano a
tin nez qui Ic defigure. Avant que les autres ne puissent Ic critiquer, 11
se decrit d'une maniere spirituelle et amusante qui arrete les critiques
des autres. C'est une des techniques urilisecs par des gens qui ont peur
d'etre critiques. Que pensez-vous de cette technique? Est-ce que vous
avez jamais utilise une telle technique? Donnez des exemples personnels.

[It is said that the best defense is a good offense. Cyrano has a nose
that disfigures him. Before others can criticize him, he describes himself
in a witty and amusing way that stops the criticisms of others. That is
one technique used by people who are afraid of being criticized. What
do you think of this technique? Have you ever used it? Gise personal
examples.

2. Les exagerations dans la vie quotidienne:
a) Trouvez dans Ic texte les exemples d'exagerations qui vous frappent
le plus. Expliquez pourquol cc sont des exagerations.
b) Pensez aux exagerations que vous Elites ou que vous entendez dans
vo' re vie quotidienne. Faites tine liste ensemble de ces exagerations.
c) Four quelles raisons fait-on des exagerations:

[Exaggerations in daily life:
a) Find in the text examples of exaggerations; explain why they are so.
h) Make a list of exaggerations that you use or hear in your daily life.
c) Why do we exaggerate?)
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Question on "La cantatrice chauve," by lonesco:

Les personoages de Ionesco basent leur conversation stir le trivial, le
banal, Pevident. Dans quelle mesure faisons-nous la meme chose dans
nos conversations quotidiennes? Pourquoi?

[lonesco's characters base their conversations on the trivial, the obvi-
ous. Do we do the same thing in our daily conversations? Why ?]

Role plays

Role plays add another dimension to personalization. Since illustra-
tions speak louder than explanations, here again let us look at some
examples, taken from Ensuite and Moments Lit/bait-es.

1. Role play based on Maria Chapdelaine by Louis Hemon.

Maria is faced with a difficult choice: marrying one suitor, moving with
him to Boston and benefiting from the ease and conveniences of city
life, or marrying the farmer next door and continuing her difficult
existence in the Canadian wilderness near her family. (Ensulte, p. 478)
Student A: You were born and raised in a small farming community,
and you are thinking about moving to a big city. In one sense, you want
to go, but you also want to stay. Express your feelings and ask for
advice. Respond to your partners' enticements with further questions
and reservations.

Student B: You are the advocate of the big city. Do everything you can
to entice Student A to leave.
Student C: You are the advocate of the t ural community. Do everything
you can to convince Student A to stay.

2. Role play based on "Priere d'un petit enfant neve" by Guy
Tirolien.

Student A: You are the teacher of the little child who hates to come to
school. Find out why the boy feels the way he does, and try to convince
his parent that school is important for him. Discuss the value of books,
progress, and "civilization." Be persuasive.
Student B: You are the parent of the child, and you are torn between
the old and the new ways. Defend your child and his desire to follow
tradition. At the same time, ask more questions about what your child
will learn in a Western school. Express your fears about the influence

S 7
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of Western civilization, based on what you have seen. Be open, yet
skeptical.

3. Role play from "SYNTHESE" on the 16th century.

Imaginez une conversation ii une terrasse de café entre les cinq auteurs
dece chapitre. Labe park de ses souffrances en amour; Du Bellay decrit
sa nostalgic de son pays natal. Les trois au;. es (Rabelais, Ronsard,
Montaigne) vont essayer de les consoler. Basez vos paroles sur les idees
et les sentiments exprimes dans les passages que vous avez lus.

[Imagine a conversation at a sidewalk cafe among the five authors in
this chapter. Lab.0 speaks of her love troubles; Du Belay speaks of his
homesickness. The other three (Rabelais, Ronsard, Montaigne) try to
comfort them. Base what you say on the ideas and feelings expresscd
in the texts you have read.l

Gaines

The following games, all taken from Collie and Slater, also engage
students personally.

Team competitions are an enjoyable way of reminding students
about various aspects of a book or text. This can be done by straight-
forward questions, or by using quotes: Who said this? Where? When?
The questions can be prepared by the teacher or, better yet, by students
in groups. The combing of the book or text to find suitable questions
or quotes is in itself a useful revision exercise

Retelling a story seems a fairly unsophisticated way of going over
a book or text just read, yet there is no doubt that it can provide
valuable oral practice in the foreign language. Much of the vocabulary
needed will be known, and t.ing it can help make it part of the
learners' active lexis, while the narrative mode will usually allow them
to use a variety of tenses, connecting words and other discourse
markers.

For small classes, each student is given a number, then all the
numbers are put into a hat. The student whose number is drawn first
starts IC, relating the story from the beginning, until interrupted by
the teacher's buzzer. Another number is drawn and that student
continues the narration. This can sometimes generate animated dis-
cussions about points omitted or related out of sequence.
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A "press conference" is a good way to get students to put themselves

back into a literary work they have just read. The roles are the
following:

1. A press conference officer, who conducts the conference, calls

on reporters to speak, keeps order, and brings the proceeding

to a close.
2. One, two, or three characters from the book (as appropriate)

are questioned by reporters and give their version of the events.

3. The rest of the class can be reporters. They can be given instruc-

tions on role cards ("Your editor would like you to find out. . .")

to make sure that different angles of the story are investigated

and to ensure a more lively press conference. The lower th- :el

of the students, the more guidance questions they will n

The debate is another popular game, where the class imagines that

all major characters from the book or story they have just read are
sailing high in a hot-air balloon, when they start to lose altitude. To

prevent a crash, all but two of the characters must be thrown over-
board. Each character has an opportunity to make a speech outlining
the reasons why he or she should be allowed to remain in the balloon
and survive. The teacher, or a student, presides. After the first round
of speeches, the class votes for the two most convincing characters.

The two survivors make a speech, summing up the crucial reasons,
and trying to add new ones, for their continued survival. Finally, the

class votes for the last remaining survivor.
This activity provides students with a common base of vocabulary

and shared knowledge which facilitates the exercise. Students often
comment with surprise on the insight they have suddenly gained

into their character's psychology, because they have been forced to
imaginatively put themselves into his or her place.

LITERATURE AS A SPRINGBOARD FOR WRITING ACTIVITIES

Connectors

The transition from sentence-level speech to paragraph-level speech

is crucial at the intermediate levelthat is, if we hope to help our
students become Advanced speakers and writers. To make this transi-

tion, students need to work with connecting words, or the various

ways to express relationships between ideas in the target language.

R 9
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Literature is a perfect model and springboard for this, and writing is
the best mode to start moving from sentences to paragraphs. The
following activities can be used to work on connectors.

First, students learn to manipulate common connecting words in the
target language, such as "first of all, then, finally, similarly, especially,
actually, in other words, on the other hand, consequently," etc. Stu-
dents can be asked to transform telegraphic-style sentences into a
paragraph by adding the proper connectors. (Example taken from
Ensu/te, p. 342)

Perspective du resit, dans l'ordre chronologique:
Le renard se promene dans un bois / II sent quelque chose de bon /

II love la tete / II volt un corbeau perche sur un arbre / Ce corbeau tient
un fromage dans son bec / Le renard pense a une ruse III demande au
corbeau si sa voix est aussi belle que son plumage / Le corbeau, flatte,
commence a chanter / Quand it ouvre son bec, it perd son fromage / Le
renard lc prend / Le renard fait la morale ao corbeau.

Students can also be asked to change a poem into prose or a
narration rich in connecting words and original elaborations.
"Dejeuner du matin," a well-known poem by Jacques Prevert, lends
itself very well to this type of activity. Here is a second-year student's
unaltered interpretation of "Dejeuner du matin."

"Dejeuner du maim, c'est I'histoire d'un homme et sa femme quand ils
prennent le petit dejeuner. C'est la femme qui raconte Phistoire, alors
c'est son point de vue. Puisque la veille elk a conduits la voiture neuve
de son marl et elle est rentree dans ull arbre, it est encore tres fAche.
Par consequent it ne veut pas parlera elle, meme qu'elle est assise pros
de lui. D'abord it met du cafe et du lait dans la tasse, et apres ca du
sucre. Mais it fait tout ca sans rneme la regarder. Elle salt cited est
vrairnent fiche, c'est-A-dire qu'il pense d'abord a son argent qui s'est
perdu a cause de ('accident, rnais surtout a la prestige qui s'est perdu
avec sa precieuse BMW. Bien qu'elle veuille lui demander pardon, elle
ne peut pas le fa ire puisqu'll nc lui parle pas ne la regarde. Finalcment,
it met son impermeable et part sous la pluic. Au moins it y a un arret
d'autobus pros de la !liaison. Apres son depart elle commence a pleurer
parce que, en fait, elle n'a pas d'assurance."

IDejeunerdrrmatin is the story of a man and his wine as they are having
breakfast. It is the woman who tells the story, so it is her point of view.
Since the day before she drove her husband's new car into a tree, he is
still mad at her. Therefore, he doesn't want to talk to her, even though
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she is sitting next to him. First, he puts some coffee and milk in his cup,

and after that some sugar. But he does this without looking at her. She

knows that he is really mad, that is to say that he's thinking about the

money that was lost because of the accident, but most of all about the

prestige that was lost along with his precious BMW. Even though she

wants to beg his forgiveness, she cannot do it because he won't look at

her or talk to her. Finally, he puts on his raincoat and leaves in the rain.

At least there is a bus stop close to the house. After his departure, she

starts to cry because, actually, she doesn't have insurance.]

This work on connectors can be done as a follow-up to any reading

assignment; students can be asked, in pairs, to write a 50-word sum-

mary of the reading passage, using a list of connectors written on the

board by the teacher. Then there is comparison and discussion of the

results.

Summarizing the sunmuny

Students are divided into three groups. Each writes a summary of

the section read, with a maximum number of words. They then pass

on their summary to the next group, which must reduce it to half the

number of words. This is now passed on to the third group, which

halves the length again. Thus, each group is involved in reducing ill

three summaries. Final versions are read aloud and changes discussed.

This is a very useful cognitive activity. It teaches students how to

separate the essential from the less important, focus on main ideas,

and formulate thesis statements. As students become aware of ways

of reducing, expanding, and connecting ideas, they are, indeed, being

prepared to write better essays.

Awareness of various writing styles and registers

This is another preparation for good writing. Again, literature is

the model and the springboard. In Moments Litteraires, students read

a couple of letters by 17th century writer Mme de Sevigne. In the first

letter, Mme de Sevigne writes to her daughter, inquiring about her

trip from Paris to Lyon; the style is very formal, very "classique." As

a follow-up, students are asked to imitate this style and work with

constraints.
9/
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"Le style de Mme de Sevigne reflete les contraintes et conventions de
la litterature du 17` siecle. A vous de faire une petite experience avec
des contraintes de style! Ecrivez stir un ton formel un paragraphe d'une
"lettre" on Mme de Grignan decrit son voyage a sa mere. Defense
absolue d'utiliser le verbe 'etre'!"

[Mme de Sevigne's style reflects the constraints and conventions of
17th century literature. It is now your turn to experiment with style
constraints! Write, in a formal tone, a paragraph from a letter where
Mme de Grignan describes her trip to her mother. You are not allowed
to use the verb "to be."I

In the second letter, Mme de Sevigne announces, with much sus-
pense, some shocking news (the marriage of two famous people at
the Court). The letter is full of stalling devices and superlatives ("La
chose la plus etonnante, la plus merveilleuse, la plus miraculeuse, la
plus triomphante, la plus singuliere, la plus incroyable, la plus impre-
vue, la plus secrete, la plus brillante, etc.").

This writing activity follows.

"Pensez a tin evenement de Pactualite puis ecrivez un paragraphe pour
informer un(e) ami(e) de cet evenement. Au lieu d'annoncer immediate-
ment la nouvelle, essayez d'augmenter sa curiosite par votre maniere
d'ecrire. Vous pouvez imiter le style de Sevigne, avec beaucoup de
superlatifs, ou vous pouvez utiliser une autre technique. Soyez pret(e)
a lire votre paragraphe a la classe."

[Think of a news event, then write a paragraph to inform a friend of
this event. Instead of announcing the news right away, try to arouse
his/her curiosity through your writing style. You may imitate Sevigne's
style, with a lot of superlatives, 01 ou may use another technique. Be
prepared to read your paragraph to the class.)

Letters

Another popular activity is letter writing. Students are asked to
write a letter that one of the main characters sends after the end of
the book to explain what happened, and why.

fter reading the novel Pierre et Jean, by Maupassant, students in
a second-year course on introduction to literature were asked to write
a letter that Pierre might have sent to his mother. The insight that
students gained from this activity was profound. They were so
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involved with the book and their ideas that they forgot they were

second-year studentsand they wrote accordingly.

Literature has a way of engaging students so totally that linguistic

obstacles are easier to overcome, especially if students are also g' , ;-.1

the strategies to deal with the linguistic tasks at hand. Some of ,:he

writing strategies needed in the proficiency-oriented classroom are

the following:

Avoid direct translation ("Do not translate, reformulate! ")

Generate ideas
Keep the reader in mind

Organize ideas
Develop ideas

Write introductions and conclusions
Re-write: edit for content, proofread for form

It is easy to see that literature is a springboard for a wealth of

language activities, but trying to do too many activities can harm the

simple, personal involvement that students develop with the literary

piece. The key is balanceactivities that are varied, that complement

each other and form a suitable balance between language-enrichment

tasks and a deepening of students' understanding of the text. The

principal aim of the whole operation is to foster enjoyment of reading

in the learner. The best tasks, both in pre-reading and post-reading,

are the ones that enhance this enjoyment, this personal involvement

that makes literature so appealing in the language classroom.

CONCLUSIONS

"The ACTFL proficiency guidelines for language have radically

transformed both methods and materials for teaching languages . . .

the teaching of literature could stand a similar catalyst." (Rice, p. 14)

As the standards for cutting-edge foreign language classrooms have

evolved since the 1979 President's Commission report, so should the

place of literature in the foreign language curriculum. As instructors

consider what they want students to be able to do with the foreign

language before choosing what they should know, so may they look

to what students will do with the literature they read, and to what

the literature can help students do. From the beginning level on, the

need may not be to simplify the text to be read, but to reconsider the

tasks students are asked to perform. Literature and proficiency must

cohabit the two-year college intermediate - level classroom of the 90's
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if vce are to introduce th.: majority of foreign language students to the
community of successful readers of literature. We should do no less.
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-Language /resat the heart of th ehumanities. Foreign language instruc-

tion, when rt includes seriousstudy °few/titre, especially major works in

history, literature, philosophyand the arts, is a vital part oia student's

education in the buntavities."
David A. Berry
Executive Director
Community College Humanities Association;
Professor of History
Essex County College, NJ

-To learn a foreign language is tobecome aware °Ault, a human being

can function and communicate effectively in a manner different from

oneself This, indeed, enhances an acceptanceand an understanding of

ditiersity."
Edward J. Kies
Dean of Humanities
College of DuPage, IL

"laving together harmoniously m today's world community requires

cross-cultural understand/4am/ language diivrsity. For many students

the community college /mg provide the only opportunity to develop

other languages and culturahmderstanding. re must not only provide

the opportunity /or our students, but extend a positive influence into

elementary, secondary and university levels through articulation and

cooperative language programs.-
Fe Brittain
Chair, Foreign 1.nnguage Department
Pima Community College, AZ

"As the world gets smaller (and more deiculd, 1'1' becomes critical that

ice enowrage all our students to take a closer look at other cultures

through learning languages. The community colleges will play a key

role in the continuity of this process."
John Underwood
Associate Professor, Spanish/Linguistics
Western Washington University
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"If a student were to learn nothing more in a foreign language class
than that he or sh.' lived amidst a culture, the whit, of that experience
would be assured."

Bette G. Hirsch
Division Chair, Foreign Language and
Communications
Cabrillo College, CA

"The necessary linking of foreign language instruction with general
education should not be interpreted as adding yet another offering to
a smorgasbord of courses in a rigid distribution arrangement. The
AA CC's Future Commission's Report calls for "a core curriculum . .

-that focuses first on language, including the written and spoken
symbol systems." Students need help to make connection across the
disciplines,md the study of languages can serveas one oldie connecting
bridges!"

Joyce S. Tsunoda
Chancellor
University of Hawaii Community College
System

"I strongly support the policy statement in all its aspects. The commu-
nity college curriculum, if coordinated with the high school and the
college curriculum, could play a crucial role ingic nig American students
the sir to eight years of sequenced instruction in a .cingle foreign lan-
gmige loncenjoyed in the European educational system, and essenti& to
the widespread development of high levels of foreign language literacy.
Serious attention it'd/ need to be paid to the practical issues referred to
bi Recommendation S. Inner city community colleges, in particular,
will need help in reducing their over -sized classes if foreign languages
are to be seriously taught there. '

Dorothy James
Professor of German
Hunter College, NY
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"Of coarse we must provide our students with the eminently 'practical'
skills of modern foreign languages. Our increasingly multiculturalsoct-
ely and global economy demand as much. But there is no reason
community colleges cannot simultaneously;-einforce a solid foundation
in western civilization. if 'smallLatin and less Greek'were good enough
for Shakespeare, a course or two in classical languages ought to be
available to our students, as well. At Butte College we haveeven created
a Certificate in Classical Studies by linking Latin and Greek with a
course in Greco-Roman Cultures. The response has been most grail--hi/lg."
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